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closes shop after 
64 years 
Rev. Vernon Terry of the Broadview Missionary Baptist Church consoles Tonya Banton, whose boyfriend Antonio Meyers was killed In the stampede, and Tenlka Wade (right). 
Radio major among 21 dead 
o Classmates call him quiet; say he 
dreamed of becoming a sportscaster 
By Angela Caputo 
Assistant News Editor 
Fonner Columbia student 
Da Shand Ray of Hillside,ill. 
died of injuries he suffered 
on Feb. 17 as a result of a dis-
twbance at E2 a Southside 
nightclub. Born May 4, 1978, 
Ray was 24 at the time of his 
death. 
'The incident of Sunday 
night was a horrible tragedy 
and the [Columbia] commu-
nity mourns the loss of life," 
said Dean of Students Sharon 
Wllson-Taylor. 
Ray was not enrolled at 
Columbia when he died, but 
attended the college on and 
off between the fall semes-
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radio major. 
Classmates remember him 
as a quiet student who 
dreamed of being a radio 
sportscaster. 
"He was a sweet person," 
said classmate Chay 
Holloway, 24, a radio major. 
Holloway remembers Ray as 
so quiet that "nobody really 
knew him." 
Ray's death was the result 
of a stampede of patrons who 
attempted to exit the second 
story of the building, the 
space occupied by E2, at 
2347 S. Michigan Ave. after 
an irritant was allegedly 
released to disperse a fight 
between two female club 
goers. He was among the 21 
people left dead following 
the incident. 
Ray was pronounced dead 
at the scene at 4: 10 a.m. 
according to the Cook 
County Medical Examiner's 
Office. The official cause of 
death is "pending police 
investigation" said the exam-
iner's office. 
''It shows that you're here 
one day and gone tomorrow 
and anything could happen. 
People need to stop taking 
life for granted, " Holloway 
said. 
Ray's family could not be 
reached for conunent. 
Spring enrollment lower than expected 
o Columbia now third largest 
undergraduate school in Illinois 
By Ryan Adair 
Co-Editor·in-Chief 
Columbia's spring enrollment increased this semester 
by 2 percent fro~ a year ago, prompting college offi-
Cials to call the nse a healthy, but not dramatic, shift in 
school attendance. 
For this semester, the college has a total of 9,068 stu-
dents eDr?lled, up slightly from the previous year's 
8,928. This percentage increase is in stark comparison 
to ~ast year's increase, which was 6 percent from the 
spnng semester of 200 I. 
. "In tenns of goals for this spring, [the numbers] are a 
little lower than the past couple of years," said Elizabeth 
GrapIijc by Asho;gh PacettilChronicie 
Silk from the Office of Planning and Institutional 
Research. "TItis is not considered a huge increase but it 
is sizeable and important." 
Silk said the enrollment for the current semester is 
less than what was expected and steps are being made 
to study the cause and effects of exactly why that is. 
"All in all, it's a decent increase," she said. "We had 
a huge percentage increase last spring and it may be that 
we're just balancing out." 
The spring semester also saw slight, but nonetheless 
important, increases for full-time student enrollment, in 
addition to COllege-wide attendance, according to col-
lege officials. Freshmen enrollment went up 4 percent 
from a year ago, while undergraduate continuing stu-
dents saw a 2 percent increase. Continuing graduate stu-
dents experienced a healthy boost at 12 percent, while 
new graduate student numbers dipped 17 percent. 
According to Mark Kelly, vice president of Student 
Affairs, Columbia now has the third largest undergrad-
uate student population out of all colleges in the state of 
Illinois. He said this semester's enrollment statistics 
brought litt1e surprise. 
"It 's about what we expected," Kelly said. "We've 
become a destination college and more students are 
entering in the faU, in a more traditional way." 
Kelly said he considers this one of the reasons behind 
the dramatic shift from this past fall , in which the col-
lege, for the fIrst time, neared the 10,CMX> mark, with 
more than 9,800 students in attendance. 
Silk, who said the enrollment drop between this aca-
demic year's semesters was 7 percent, noted that it is 
not uncommon for the spring tenn 's enrollment to be 
lower than the fall. 
She said more recruiting for new students takes place 
for the fall semester and some students have completed 
their course work by the end of the fall semester. She 
predicted the trend of dropping enrollment numbers 
between semesters would continue. 
"We usually have between 5 to IO percent fewer stu-
dents from the fall semester to spring," Silk said. 
'There are just fewer students coming in, in the 
See EIroIRIent, page 2 
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Panel discusses Impact of 
African-American ",usic 
On Feb. 25, moderator Dr. J. Wayne Tukes and 
panelists Art Burton, Dr. CurtiS~' Prince, Ameen 
Muhammad and Maggie Brown wi I discuss topics 
of technology and the outlook of lack music; the 
basics of black music and its influ nee on culture, 
politics and the economy. The presentation, titled 
Around Campus--------
"What is the power of black music," is at 5 p.m. in ..,. 
the Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash Ave. ""'" 
40-member jazz and dance 
company performs 
As part of Columbia 's African-American 
Celebration : The Power of Black Music, the 
Cerqua Rivera Art Experience will perform "A 
Tribute to Nina Simone and the Music of the black 
Aesthetic." The group, a 13-piece jazz ensemble 
and 10-member dance company, performs on 
Feb. 26 and Feb. 27 at 12:30 p.m. in the 
Columbia Concert Hall, 1014 S. Michigan Ave. 
The free event will feature the vocals of Bobbi 
Wilsyn, Kim Hunter and Joe Cerqua. For more 
information, contact (312) 344-6179. 
Group focuses on civil rights 
On March 3, the New York-based The Last 
Poets will present an encore performance of their 
politically-charged rapping at 6 p.m. in the Hokin 
Annex, 623 S. Wabash Ave. The group, best 
known for tackling civil rights via spoken word, 
performs as part of the Power of Black Music 
events and will participate in a question and 
answer session. For more information, contact 
(312) 344-7459. 
Calif.-based choreographer 
presents latest work 
The choreographer Robert Moses presents the 
work of his company KIN to audiences at the 
Dance Center, 1306 S. Michigan Ave., on March 
6. Moses, known for his liberal use of crossing 
between neo-classical and postmodern tech-
niques, presents his signature Never Solo, set to 
the rapping of the Last Poets. Tickets cost $5 for 
Columbia students attending the 8 p.m. event. 
For more information, contact (312) 344-8300. 
Media fest deadline nears 
The deadline for the Eighth Annual Chicago 
Youth Media Festival is March 31. An independ-
ent panel of jurors selects the best in film and 
video produced by Chicago-area natives under 
the age of 20 and awards cash prizes to winners. 
For more information, visit www.chicagoyouthme-
diafest.com. 
Film festival screens last 
documentary entries 
The final screenings of the Spirit Awards for 
Best Documentary are on Feb. 28 in the third floor 
screening room, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. Presented 
by Columbia and IFP/Chicago, Devif's Playground 
will be screened at 6 p.m. and Bowling for 
Columbine will be screened at 8 p.m. For more 
information on the free event, contact (312) 344-
6700. 
Have an upcoming event 
or announcement? 
Call the Chronicle's news desk at 
(312) 344-7255. 
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Alex KedlerI'Chronide 
Columbia students Aaron Lorence and Nic Krebill, members of On The Ground, discuss the possibility of war with 
Iraq and the country's history at the Iraq teach-In on Feb. 20 in the Hokin Gallery, 623 S. Wabash Ave. The panel was 
presented by On The Ground and Not In Our Name, two student groups that oppose war with Iraq. 
Intramural sports seek slam dunk 
o Unknown to many students, 
program offers volleyball , basketball 
By Chris Papateodoru 
Staff Writer 
Columbia's intramural sports program is going strong 
in its second year, even if it seems to operate below the 
radar of most Columbia students. 
The program began in the fall 2001 semester in con-
junction wi th Roosevelt Universi ty. The program 
includes basketball, played during the fall semester and 
volleyball, played during the spring semester. The 
games take place on Tuesday and Wednesday nights in 
Roosevelt's gym at 425 S. Wabash Ave., on the fourth 
floor. The program is not only for Columbia and 
Roosevelt students, but also for the staff and faculty of 
both schools. 
Volleyball sign-ups took place on Feb. 18 and 19 with 
games starti ng this week, but it's not too late to register. 
Fitness Director Mark Brticevich said those who want to 
play could sign up after the season starts as long as play-
offs haven ' t begun and there is room on the team. 
Registration is in the Student Leadership and Intramural 
Sports Office as well as at the fitness center itself. 
Dominic Cottone, director of student leadership, said 
some people may have had an "artists-don't-play-ball 
type of mentality," but since the sports program began, 
there has been more interest than anticipated. 
"As we go along, we get more participation," 
Brticevich said. Last year, "we had a lot of forfeit 
games." But, the fall 2002 season saw more players 
showing up at the times they were supposed to so "they 
are good games," Brticevich said. 
The fall 2002 basketball season saw more people sign 
up than the year before. Cottone said they continue to 
try to raise awareness for the intramural program, but the 
most successful approach will likely be word-of-mouth. 
Enrollment 
Continued from Front Page 
spring ... so it's pretty nonnal and consistent." 
Kelly also stressed the drop between semesters was 
common due to a combination of January graduates and a 
lack of retention for some students. 
"We are not falling back, we're experiencing a growth 
that is manageable," he said. "Too much growth wou ld tax 
our resources, but these small percentage increases each 
semester will help us to better serve our students." 
MU'J'hY Monroe, Columbia's director or admissions 
echoe Kelly saying a gradual increase keeps the college 
on "good footing" for being in line with the school's 
expectations of student population, 
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"We tried fliers and doing stuff in the Chronicle and on 
CCTY," Brticevich said. "Unless you get something in 
a person's hand, it's hard to tell how much they' re read-
ing bulletin boards or the Chronicle." 
The program is not as strict as other organized sports. 
The sign-up days serve to acquaint players with each 
other so they can fonn teams-players themselves name 
them. There are no coaches, just team captains. Last 
season's basketball champions were called Get Off. The 
same basic group of people won the 200 I season as well, 
but under the name Smackdown. 
Intricate statistics are not recorded, Brticevich said, 
due to a lack of people. There are, however, posts at the 
fitness center on total points scored. 
It costs $)0 per team to play in the season. The other 
costs-such as officials or extra equipment-are shared 
between Columbia and Roosevelt. 
"If we need new nets, volleyballs, basketballs, addi-
tional jerseys, things of that nature. we . . . split the costs," 
Brticevich said. 
When the program began, the first-place team 
received gift certificates. But now, the program rewards 
the first, second and third place teams with gift certifi-
cates. first place winners might a lso receive plaques in 
the future, Cottone said. 
Other sports will likely be added to the intramural pro-
gram if the demand for them is high enough. Both 
Cottone and Brticevich mentioned soccer as the next 
possibility. 
There's been talk of dividing the spring semester into 
soccer and volleyball, Cottone said. But there is a limit-
ed amount of space in the fitness center and the games 
can't be played simultaneously, he said. 
"They' re fun. We try to keep them light," Brticevich 
said of the sports. " [The players) enjoy themselves." 
"We're here to supply whatever the student population 
wants," Brticevich said. "We're going to do it as best as 
we can. 
"[Columbia's) enrollment tn:nd is becoming more sim-
ilar to that of traditional colleges," he said. " It's tn:nding 
more toward full-time students than part time .. . and is 
really becoming a hot college." 
Monroe is projecting a modest increase for the fall 
semester enrollment, hoping for more full~time freshmen 
and reversing the trend by attracting more transfer stu-
dents, in addition to seeing positive growth in minority 
enrollment. 
Kelly said the college is predicting enrollment for the 
fall semester to "be in the ball park" of 10,000 or more stu-
dents, which would be a first for Columbia. 
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Theater professor. bids farewell 
o Credited with 
building Theater 
Department, Harrison 
plans move to NYC 
By Lisa Balde 
Staff Writer 
Under the red hues of the Hot 
House lights, with flowers and 
gifts in hand, lines ofpeopJe gath-
ered around fonner Theater faculty 
member Paul Carter Harrison to 
offer him their final farewells. 
Hugs and kisses were 
exchanged. Wishes of good luck 
were whispered. But a distinct air 
of sadness hung over the crowd of 
Harrison's students, co-workers 
and friends, who came to the good-
bye party for a man who served 
Columbia's Theater Department 
for 26 y<=. 
"I thought I was only coming for 
one year," Harrison said of his 
original intentions for his career at 
Columbia. 
Twenty-six years ago, 
Columbia's fo rmer pres ident, 
Alell Kedler/Chronicle 
Paul Carter Harrison signs a copy 
of his latest book at a Feb. 17 party 
Mirron " Mike" Alexandroff, origi-
nally recruited Harrison to rede-
velop the college's Theater 
Department as its new chairper-
son. 
At the time, Harrison had 
already published several books 
and written various plays, and was 
concentrating on continuing his 
progression in the field of African 
American theater. But, he ended 
up coming to Columbia anyway, 
representing the department as its 
chairperson for four years. 
Due to the support of 
Alexandroff, Harrison acted as a 
playwright-in-residence until his 
recent retirement, teaching classes 
for both undergraduate and gradu-
ate students. 
But Harrison's personal work in 
the field was not completely neg-
lected and, although it sometimes 
meant traveling from New York to 
Chicago just to teach a class, he 
was able to do some directing and 
complete a few projects away from 
Columbia. 
"[The college J understood the 
necessity of my being away from 
the college sometimes," he said. 
By all accounts, such absences 
on ly benefited his teaching sty le, 
which rubbed off on his classes, 
according to the huge appreciation 
that his students showed him at the 
farewell event at the Hot House, 
\31 E. Balbo Dr. 
A former student of Harrison 's, 
Dr. Michael Hudson, sa id that this 
retirement presents mixed feelings 
for anyone who knew Harrison or 
experienced one of his classes. 
"I was extremely impressed by 
the breadth and depth of his 
knowledge," Hudson said of his 
overall impress ions of his o ld 
teacher. "And it turned out we had 
a lot of things in common." 
Even though the two met each 
other through Harri son's African 
American Folk Culture class in the 
l a~e 1980s, the two are still good 
fnends: 
And the admiration for Harrison 
doesn' t end with his students . 
Sheila Ba ldwin , a full-time 
English professor at Columbia, 
used Harrison as a mentor for her 
own writing when Columbia 's 
communication departments were 
s imply. known as the " Writing 
Department." 
"He was the black person in the 
college who knew black theater," 
she said . 
Baldwin and Harrison helped 
shape and served on the Afri can-
American Cultural Experience 
Committee in the late 1980s. 
'" feel bad for the students who 
will not experience him," Baldwin 
said . 
J. Wayne Tukes, an academic 
adviser at Columbia, also served 
on the committee with Harrison. 
"Paul will leave an impression 
on you," Tukes said. " He's an irre-
pressible spirit." 
Although Alexandroff recruited 
Harrison, former academic dean , 
Lya Dym Rosenblum, hired him. 
"My first impression of him 
was ... he was a very articu late 
man," she said. " He represented 
an African theater perspective and 
was able to communicate that." 
Of course, Harrison's accom-
plishments did not end there. Part 
of his farewell party was reserved 
for recognizing his new book, 
Black Theater: Ritual 
Performance in the African 
Diasporo. 
Harrison contributed severa l 
essays to the book, which he also 
edited, focus ing on the definition 
of black theater and performance. 
"The diasporo model for per-
formance is grounded in ritual, 
and, if the work is not rooted in rit-
ual, it's not black th~ter," he said . 
Harrison plans to move back to 
New York with his wi fe to contin-
ue hi s writing and research within 
black theater. He also sa id he 
wants to work on writing opera, 
his most current endeavor. 
Dean candidate suggests 'Columbia Award' 
o AdvertiSing professor bids for 
School of Media Art's top post 
By Chris Coates 
News Editor 
Columbia's search comminee screened the second 
of four contenders on Feb. J 7 in its search fo r a new 
dean of the School of Media Arts. The school wh ich 
is the largest o f the four in Columbia's offering. 'has not 
had a permanent dean for more than a year. If se lect-
ed to fill the JXlsition, Dr. E. Lincoln James sa id he 
would ~ke steps to improve the "brand image" o f 
ColumbIa, perhaps even introducing a Columbia 
Award. akin to an Oscar, to be given to a deserv ing 
fi lmmaker. 
"You can' t teach people, if you can' t reach people," 
said James, in explaining his teaching ph ilosophy. 
James spoke for over an hour to an audience in the 
Concert Hall of the Music Center, 1104 S. Michigan 
Ave. 
A tenured professor of advertising at the Edward R. 
Murrow . Sch~l. of Communication at Washi ngton 
State UmversLty In Pullman, Wash., James received his 
Ph.D. in advertising from the University of Texas at 
Austin, accord ing to a thumbnail biography furnished 
by Columbia's search committee. The provost's office 
refused to provide a copy of James ' resume to the 
Chronicle. 
James is currently the managing editor of the 
Western ~o~rnal . of Black Studies, ~ literary quarterly 
that specLallzes In the study of African-Americans in 
modem America. 
The periodical sa id James received his bachelor 's 
degree and diploma of education from the University 
of Guyana in the South American country of Guyana 
and a master's degree from the University of Florida. 
An author of several texts dealing with the realm of 
advertis ing, hi s past positions include assistant chair of 
Michigan State Univers ity's Department of 
Advertising, a department that· James said had some 
1,200 students and a budget of 52 million. 
James is also a member of the American Academy of 
Adverti s ing and is the former director of the 
Rockefeller Center for the Study of Comparati ve 
Cultures and Race Relations, according to the biogra-
phy. 
At the Feb. 17 event, James described the expanding 
techno logical world in relation to the media and adver-
tising. He sJXlke at length about the role of cross train-
ing of those seeking jobs in the modem era of media 
and the pitfalls of cross ownership. 
James also suggested school offic ials capitalize on 
the various technological resources for commercial 
benefit. . With an "equipment-intensive program," 
J3IJles pointed out that Columbia's various depart-
~ents have all of the resources needed for the produc-
tion of, say, a CD release: talent, recording and mar-
keting. 
James said that Texas Southern University, in 
Houston, has a similar program that is commercially 
successful. 
"All , ~e are tremendous opportunities all around," 
James said, as he stood on behind the stage's dais. 
""ve been singularly impressed." 
. In additi~n to his idea of making a commercially 
Viable mUSIc release, James also suggested unifying 
Columb~a's image across the country. One idea he 
h~d, which James said came to him while eating lunch 
with the committee, is to present notable filmmakers 
with the Columbia Award. 
"It can be like the Oscars," he said. 
The current acting dean of the School of Media Arts, 
Doreen Bartoni, is also bidding for the school's per-
m~nent dean slot, a situation that poscs questions of 
fa~mess to Margaret Su ll ivan, head of the search com-
mittee. Each of the four candidates is treated al ike 
receiving a guided tour of the school's various depart~ 
ments, meetings with department heads and other fac-
ulty members, Sulli van said. 
'n fact, the four question-and-answer ceremonies 
featur7 the same query concerning the "ongoing tech-
nological convergence in media arts" and "strategies to 
motivate faculty, staff and students" to reach across 
di sc iplines in an effort to spawn "student voice." 
Bartoni, who has been a faculty member for 16 
years, will also receive identical treatment, including a 
tour o f the school when she interviews for the position 
on March 3, Sullivan said . 
Also scheduled to appear in front of the search com-
mittee is Dr. Stuart Sigman of Boston 's Emerson 
College on Feb. 24. Each of the public presentations 
is at 3:30 p.m. every Monday in the Concert Hall of the 






I want to start smoking again, but Chicago keeps stopping 
me. 
Well, I guess I was s itting in my apartment in 
Ravenswood, watching Blue, a French movie, and the 
French always make me want to smoke. They're so care less 
and mean. J just want to smoke and smoke and smoke. 
'fthe French don' t care about anything, the least J can do 
is not care about cancer. Right? 
, went. Out in my pajama pants and down coat, running to 
fight the wind. It 's freezing in Chicago, but if you run, it's 
almost as if you' re freezing less of the time. 
So I ran to the liquor store at the comer o f Ashland and 
Montrose Avenues, and bought a pack of cigarettes. The first 
pack of cigarettes I have bought since my New Year's reso-
lution. Ha. 1 asked the man if the RedEyes were still free, and 
he told me, 
"No, they' re like a quarter. . . " he paused and looked up, '" 
think." 
"Never mind." The RedEye was good for nothing except 
free news, and now it's not even good for that. J took my cig-
arettes and my matches and ran home. 
I thought about smoking them on the way home. but it was 
too cold to pant and run at the same time. 
Then I got home and locked myse lf into my tiny studio. J 
can't smoke in this place, I thought. The on ly reason I quit 
smoking in the first place was that I didn ' t want to wake up 
smelling li ke a bar. And J can' t leave, because I won't be able 
to watch the French people, and I'll be freezing outside. 
I thought maybe , could wait until the movie got so 
intense, so terribly depressing, so European, that I might be 
able to drag myse lf outside fo r a pity cigarette. I never got 
that wann. 
Maybe J should have a drink! Ah, alcohol. As Homer 
Simpson once said, ''The cause of, and the solution to, all of 
life's problems ... " . 
This was a little problem. I wanted to break my resolut ion, 
and-dam it-Chicago was just holdi ng me back. 
I want to be an environmentalist, but every time I walk 
outside to catch the eI in February, I think: 
"Global wanning, come and get me!" 
How sel fish. 
I decidcd to JXlP a bonle of the Two-Buck Chuck: the 
$2.99 wine that's sweeping the ghett()-{)f Lincoln Park. I 
had to fight a soccer mom for the bottle of Chard, bUI it was-
n't that bad because she was so hopped up on Ritalin she 
kcpt twitching and dropping the bott le. 
But then there was the popping of the cork, and the pour-
ing, and such, and when I turned back to the screcn Juliet 
Binoche was staring at some glass and looking pensive .. . ah, 
I missed it. 
Of course, I had been listening, but it all sounded like mur-
muring in some sexy language. 
Rewind. 
Wine in place, I settled down to get nicotine-crazed. But I 
couldn ·t. , had gone so long, hait come so close to the final 
chapter in my lovelhate relationship with the cigarette. 
1 briefly remember the commerc ial for an anti-smoking 
aid, where the cigarette appears as a vision to the ex-smok-
er. The tempting square is a man in a cigarette costume, smil-
ing and motioning to the woman. She all of:1 sudden turns 
Jackie Chan, karate-kicking the man-sized cigarette across 
the room, not stopping with a mere maiming-she turns into 
a regular nicotine vigilante, taking him out entirely . 
Man, 1 want a cigarel1e. 
I, too, have mocked the lawsu its against tobacco compa-
nies, thinking, "Geez, you smoke fo r 30 years and now you 
want to sue those companies? What a joke." 
But now I'm not so sure. Sitting here in my apartment. 
scriouslyconsidering going out into the sing le-digi t weather 
for a stupid stick of nicotine, I wonder if I'm nny stronger 
than those who could never quit. 
No, I' m surt! I'm not. 
Then I thought I might go to some bar and have a smoke 
with all the other addicts. But it's Saturday, and I'm looking 
at a $15 cover, and thore is, after all, the greatest of all con-
cerns in Chicago: parking. 
Maybe I can just watch late-night TV and get depressed. 
That' ll make me want to smoke. Only problem is. 1 gct so 
depressed I can' t smoke. Remember the REAL "SNL" 
When Phil Hartman and Chris Farley were still alive? Before 
it was so terribly cool. 
I guess I can just ditch the smoking idea and do something 
less dangerous, like eat a box o f chocolates to satisfy thc oral 
fixat ion. 
But now there are all these studies that being overweight 
can be almost as dangerous and life-threatening as smoking. 
So I can't. 
And even if I did, it would be way too "Cathy" for me to 
pull out a box of bonbons. She's always screaming "ARG!" 
or something, and I can' t be that woman. 
That's it, this is too much 10 take. 
I gotta get out of this town. It's erasing all my vices. 
4 Columbia Chronicle Febnauy 24, 2003 
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Ferguson Theatre (600 South Michigan) 
Sponsored by 
Student Government Association 
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inate a Great Teacher! 
Deadline for IIUIII ... 
For details visit 
hHp:/ / cte.colum.ed 
6 Columbia Chronicle Februaly 24, 2003 
"HONORING AFRICAN AMERICAN SCIENTISTS" 
A Poster Exhibit honoring African American Scientists assembled by the 
faculty, staff and students bf the Institute for Science Education and 
Science Communication will be displayed from February 19th.28th in 
commemoration of African American History Month. The posters will be 
displayed in the 4th floor conference room of the 600 South Michigan 
Avenue building, from February 19th.21st, followed by a showing from 
February 24th.28th, in the Columbia College Library, Wiseman 
Reading Room and Platform, second floor east. 
Among those scientists featured in the exhibit are Dr. Percy Julian, Dr. 
George Washington Carver and Dr. Ben Carson; along with a memorial 
poster to African American scientist-astronauts who have died while serving 
their country in the space ·program. 
EVERYONE IS WELCOME! 
For additional information, please call Toni Campbell in the Science Institute 
at extension 7180. . 
1ltThl ~lb!~~1t @~~~~ 
111@ ~~ W~1ID~~Jh 
7.75 
Student Rate 
A.M. or P.M. 
Also Visit our two other looation : 
722 s. Wabash $7.75 and 11 E. Balbo $7.7 
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·You have wande 
·The Online Administrative Student Information System, 
Columbia's new online portal, was launched on February 10! 
A letter with your Columbia College Chicago e-mail address, 
log-on name, and password was recently sent to you. 
with OASIS, you can: 
»view College-wide announcements and a calendar of events 
» check your transcript and course schedule 
» review and manage tuition, billing, and financial aid 
» access course information, syllabi and assignments 
»use e-mail to communicate with professors, 
administrators, classmates, and friends 
» register for classes online 
The Oasis Help Desk is in the Hermann D. Conaway Center 
at 1104 South Wabash. Call 312-344-7788 for assistance. 
Visit http://oasis.colum.edu to learn more. c 0 L~ I A 
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Swastikas, hate speech 
shock Northwestern U. 
o University officials continue to 
investigate random hate messages 
By Sarah Dreier 
Daily Northwestern )Northwestern U.) 
(V-WIRE) EVANSTON, 111.- The simple lines 
of the swastika-making two appearances in 
Bobb and McCulloch halls in the past week-
nave triggered complex feelings of fear and anger 
for many Northwestern University students, fac-
ulty and staff. 
Sophomores Jared Brown and Avi Feinberg 
returned to their Bobb Hall dorm room Feb. 17 to 
find the symboi.written on their door 's dry-erase 
board. 
The act is the th ird in a string of hate incidents 
on Northwestern's north campus in the past week, 
which Associate Vice President for Student 
Affairs Mary Desler called the "most troubling 
acts of vandalism" she has encountered in her 
seven years at Northwestern. 
On Feb. 13, students found a swastika scratched 
into a third-floor staircase door in McCulloch 
Hall. Two days earlier, the words "nigger," 
"bitch" and "slut" were written in marker on four 
doors in Ayers College of Commerce and 
Industry. 
Chuck Loebbaka, a university spokesman, con-
firmed that a swastika was drawn on the students' 
white board, but said no one was seen drawing the 
symbol. 
Univers ity Police Lt. Nick Parashis said there is 
a possible connection between the two swast ika 
incidents , but he wouldn 't link them to the racial 
slurs that appeared on the doors of CCl. _ 
When Brown saw the swastika, he said he was 
astonished but determined to keep such incidents 
from happening again. " I personally felt shocked 
and upset," he said. " I wanted to do what I could 
to prevent and end any hate on campus." 
Brown and Feinberg keep a picture of an Israeli 
flag on their door, which Brown said might have 
made their room a target. 
" I believe someone saw the flag and felt the 
need to express their hatred toward Isra,el and 
Jews," Brown said. "I don't know if it was direct-
ed toward my roommate and me, but I do know 
that it's an attack on the entire campus." 
Brown said he has felt supported by his friends, 
administrators, members of the Jewish communi-
ty and resident assistants. 
Rebecca Maltzman, a Bobb Hall resident and 
active member of Northwestern's Jewish commu-
nity, echoed appreciation for the support at 
Northwestern. 
"It makes me believe that these were the actions 
of one or two individuals and that the feelings of 
acceptance have not changed," said Maltzman, an 
education sophomore. 
Still, Desler said some students "talk about not 
feeling safe here," 
Rabbi Michael Mishkin, executive director of 
the Louis and Saeree Fielder Hillel Cente~, said he 
wants students to know they are supported. 
"Jewish students should know these acts of hate 
. do not represent this community or this universi-
ty," he said. 
Jesse Abrams-Morley contributed to this report, 
Indi'ana U. professor,'s letter 
cause for series of forums 
o Several students say 
document spurred strong feelings of 
anger and pure shock 
By Emily Veach 
Indiana Daily Student (Indiana U.) 
(V-WIRE) BLOOMINGTON, Ind.-A letter 
opposing the adm iss ions process at the Indiana 
University School of Law written by an Indiana 
University professor sparked a series of discus-
sions concL-rning the practice of affirmative action, 
one of which occurred Feb. 18. 
Law school student groups organized the series 
to express opposing viewpoints and to di scuss 
future action regarding affirmative action in the 
law school admiss ions process. 
The event was part of a series which began in 
response to an article in The Indianapolis Star, "Bar 
lowered way too far for minorities at law school ," 
which ran Dec. 27. Law Professor Robert Heidt 
was invited to write the article by the Star as part of 
an editorial discussion on affirmative action. 
Several students at the forum said the letter 
spurred strong fee lings of anger, sadness and pure 
shock. 
In his letter, Heidt wrote, "Seeing the photo-
graphs and read ing the record and personal state-
ments of non minority applicants whom we rejected 
in order to admit the far less qualified left me feel-
ing as though I should wash." 
While Heidt said he made efforts to be heard by 
the faculty,_ he said he was. ignored. 
Students at the forum voiced their discontent 
with the method in which Heidt made his views 
public. 
Law school students received an e-mail during 
winter break informing them of the article and the 
subsequent responses a lso published in the Star. 
The three responses provided to students by 
Dean Lauren Robel were written by the dean and 
law professors Jeffrey Stake and Kevin Brown. 
"This accusation unfairly demeans the hundreds 
of successful and respected black judges and 
lawyers in Indiana, and around the world, who 
have earned their law degrees from lU," Brown 
said. 
Professor Stake's response addressed some of 
"It would be great if we 
didn't need a program like 
affirmative action." 
- Brandy Jones, third-year law 
student and vice president o/the 
Black Law Student Association 
the "regrettable misinterpretations" vo iced by 
Heidt. 
" IU Law does not use racial quotas in its admis-
sions process," he said. The school, he said, str ives 
to create a diverse student body, and it a lso follows 
the stanaards set forth by the U.S. Supreme Court's 
Bakke decision , which said universities should fac-
tor race when considering students. 
The forum was organized by several student 
groups within the law school. Terrance Tharpe, the 
president of the Black Law Student Association, 
served as a co-moderator for the forum. 
Tharpe said the focus of the first event, held on 
Feb. 12, was to give everyone a background on 
what occurred during break. 
"Tonight was to let students get their feelings out 
and to have conversation," he said. 
While Indiana has a hi story of racial tension, 
third-year student Aija Bryson sa id she felt com-
fortab le as a black student at Indiana. 
"This is a place were I never felt that [race would 
be an issue] ," Bryson said. But the article by Heidt 
was " like a slap in the face ." 
Brandy Jones, a third-year student and vice 
president of the Black Law Student Association, 
said using minority and socioeconomic factors in 
the admissions process can open doors. 
"It would be great if we didn't need a program 
like affirmative action," Jones said. "The problem 
is we do need them because . there are people in 
positions of power who can exclude." 
The administration has not taken action against 
Heidt, but some who attended the forum voiced 
concerns about having him as a professor. 
Currently first-year students are not given a choice 
as to who their tort law professor will be. But 
Tharpe said the faculty could pass a bill giving stu-
dents the opt ion of petitioning out of a particular 
professor's course. 
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Terrorist threat prompts 
Columbia U international 
students to leave New York 
o Many foreign 
students feel their 
lives are in danger 
with the onslaught 
of a possible war 
By Nat Jacks 
Columbia Daily Spector 
(V-WIRE) NEW YORK-
Beyond the snow and sub-freez-
ing temperatures, renewed fears 
of terrorist attacks have made 
the climate in New York City 
even less appealing. City resi-. 
dents have begun to wonder 
aloud if war in Iraq will cause 
terrorists supporting Iraq to 
strike America at its center. 
Columbia University student 
Yago Amerlinck-Huerta, decid-
ed that he would not stay to find 
out. 
Huerta, a well-known figure 
on Columbia's campus known 
for his outgoing personality and 
trademark Razor scooter, flew 
home to Mexico City Feb. 14 
after three weeks of di scuss ing 
with his fami ly the possibi lity 
of departing from schoo l 
Huerta plans to return to 
Columbia in March if the threat 
of terrorism in New York has 
diminished. 
Otherwise, he wi ll resume 
classes after the Slimmer. 
Huerta said he heard that 
other international students are 
also planning to leave Col~mbia 
for fear of terrorism. This claim 
was not confirmed by 
Columbia's Office of Student 
Affairs. 
Concern for Huerta's safety 
prompted hi s parents to contact 
him a few weeks ago. 
"My parents called me after 
watch ing Bush's State of the 
Union address. They were wor-
ried," Huerta said. 
Huerta had a more conclus ive 
conversation with hi s mother 
after she and ·his father saw 
Secretary of State Col in Powe ll 
testify to the Senate Budget 
Committee about the potentia l 
for war in Iraq Feb.12. 
"My mother cal led and told 
me she had booked a flight for 
me," he said. 
The risk of exposure to terror-
ist attack was not Huerta's only 
reason for leaving New York. 
With a little choke in his voice, 
he said that his mother's con-
cern for hi s safety aggravated a 
heart condition from which she 
suffers. 
"My mother has a heart prob-
lem, and her worry ing is hurting 
her," he said. 
Huerta insisted that the deci-
sion for him to leave New York 
City was reached thoughtfull y. 
"My family is totally rat iona l. 
It has some of the smartest peo-
ple I know. Their concern was 
based on political evidence," he 
said. 
"Everybody in Mexico has 
been talking about war in Iraq 
and the possibil ity of back lash," 
Huerta said, who proposed the 
idea that people outside of a 
threatened country can actually 
perceive the significance of 
threats against that country 
more clearly than those inside 
it. The natural inclination to 
maintain nonnalcy, even in a 
threatened country, can cause 
people to ignore the risks of li v-
ing where they do, he argued. 
"We have an expression in 
my country," Huerta said. "The 
way to cook a frog is to put it in 
water and slowly raise the tem-
perature, so the frog won't 
jump. r see parallels with the 
situation in New York. The tem-
perature is rising." 
Huerta correlated the increas-
ing likelihood of war in Ir~q 
with the likelihood of retaHato-
ry attacks against Americans. 
"Inspectors found a missile in 
Iraq that breaks U.N. violations. 
It seems like the U.S . will go to 
war," Huerta said, who also 
cited indications of worldwide 
terrorist threats in the news. 
"There have been building 
signs. Tanks are patrolling 
Heathrow. I heard that Mayor 
Bloomberg took his children 
out of the city," Huerta said, 
adding, " If that 's true, that 
would be very disturbing." 
Realism ultimately infonns 
Huerta's perspective on the dan-
ger of living in post-Sept. II 
New York City. 
"Terrorism is here to stay," 
Huerta acknowledged. 
"Although I am leaving New 
York, I don't think the risk of 
terrorism is going to gl? away . 
It's just too high right now." 
St ill , some Columbia students 
believe that fears of terrori sm 
may be overblown. 
" I think New York is still 
pretty safe," said Naresh 
Kumar, who blamed "media 
hype" for making New Yorkers 
afraid to live here. Hart Lambur, 
sympathized with Huerta, 
though he rejected the idea that 
the risk of terrorism in New 
York City is high enough to 
merit leaving school. 
" I understand where he 's 
coming from. New York is a 
scary place to be. But I' m not 
about to leave," Lambur said. 
Students asked if they would 
leave in the event of another ter-
rorist attack on New York had 
more varied responses. 
" If the U.S. was to seriously 
launch a war in I raq, then, yeah, 
maybe r wou ld leave," Lambur 
said. "But I would probably 
leave more out of contempt for 
U.S. warmongering." 
Taking a different pos ition, 
Scott Stat land, sa id he would 
not leave Columbia under any 
circumstances, "because getting 
through college is enough of a 
struggle." 
J-Iuerta himself wrest led with 
all the good reasons he had to 
stay in New York, and the deci-
sion to move temporarily was 
not easy for Huerta. Even as a 
relative newcomer to Columbia 
and New York City, he has 
strong attachments to the school 
and the c ity. 
Huerta said he received a 
nearly free ride to attend 
Columbia, wh ich made him fee l 
welcome. 
"Columbia is the perfect uni -
versity for me. The quality of 
education here is incredible," he 
explained. 
Upcoming class requirements 
should be easy to fu lfill over the 
Internet, Huerta sa id, but he 
admitted that keeping friends 
may be more difficult. 
" I f [ am gone for the semes-
ter, I won't see my friends until 
next semester," he said. " I know 
a lot of people, and I'm a bit 
worried about who I will 
remember and who will remem-
ber me." 
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Scholarship Ftmd 
Applications are now available for this 
unique scholarship program. 
Scholarship winners receive: 
-Grants 
up to. $3,000 to help complete projects in 
all fields of the arts and com munications 
- Opportunities 
to work with leading professionals in 
Chicago's communications industry 
- Spring Showcase 
in the Hokin Gallery 
Learn more and pick up an application by visiting: 
Student Activities & Leadership 
623 S. Wabash - Silite 31;{ 
312-344-7459 
Hokin Ga lleri es 
623 S. Wabash - 1 st Fluor 
Glass Curta in Ca llery 
1104 S. Wa bash - 1 Sl Fi""r 
Application Deadline: April 7, 2003 
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Group hopes to sway courts in 
march to support affirmative action 
o ' Controversy stirs over action and 
integration plan 
By Agnes Jasinski 
Daily IIlini (U. Illinois) 
(U-WIRE) CHAMPA IGN, ilL- More than 100 univer-
sities, high schools, businesses and civil rights groups a~e 
organizi ng a march outside the Supreme Court In 
Washington, D.C., on April I to rally in support of affir-
mative action and integration. 
Groups will also rally to influence th,e Supreme Court 
in its final decision in Grutter v. Bollinger, an affinnative 
action case. 
In 2001, the federal court ruled in favo~ of Barbara 
Grutter, a 43-year-o ld woman who said that the 
University of Michigan Law School rejected her because 
she was white, according to Cyril Cordor, an organizer 
for the student-defendant organization Fight for Equality 
By Any Means Necessary at the University of Michigan-
Ann Arbor. A court of appeals reversed the decision in 
2002 after Lee Bollinger, University of Michigan-Ann 
Arbor pres ident, fi led an appea l on behalf of the school. 
Grutter requested that the Supreme Court review the case 
for a final decision. 
"We're working to keep policies that will offset racism 
and segregation," Cordor said. 
In January, the Bush administ ration filed a brief against 
the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor in favor of Grutter 
to show its opposition to the school 's affirmative action 
policies, Cordor sa id. The school was accused of accept-
ing minority students over students with similar qualifi-
cations. 
The Universi ty'S chapter of the National Society of 
Black Engineers is unaware of any endorsement in the 
march but supports efforts at other campuses. 
uNSBE at both the national and local chapter always 
has and will continue to support the political processes 
for African-American rights and equality," said Nico le 
Jackson, NSBE president and senior in engineering, in an 
e-mai l. 
"NSBE takes a proactive role in representing African-
Americans both academically and professionally." 
The NSBE, an endorser of the march, denounced 
Bush's position in a news release on Jan. 22. The release 
stated Bush's position would "roll back the clock on the 
progress made by African-Americans [in the Un ited 
States]." The march is headed by the student defendant 
group. and national groups United for Equality and 
Affirmative Action and the Coalition to Defend 
Affirmative Action and Integration. 
Universities from lIIinois participating in the march 
include DePaul University, Northwestern University, 
Eastern Illinois University and Loyola University. 
"It's very likely that there are much more," Cordor 
said. "There are pockets of people organizing that we 
don't even know about yet." 
Cordor and other students from the student defendant 
organization will be trying to contact students and stu-
dent groups at the University of Illinois to organize a bus 
for the march. 
The student defendant organization was first fonned at 
the University of California-Berkeley when affinnative 
action was banned there in 1995. It formed a chapter at 
the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor in 1997 when two 
lawsuits against the school's affinnative action policies 
were filed, Cordor said. . 
The student defendant organization's main mission 
now is to save affinnative action policies and to make 
sure Brown v. Board· of Education is not overturned. 
Third-grader Linda Brown was not allowed to attend 11. 
white elementary school , even though it was much clos-
er than the segregated elementary school she could 
attend. 
Tanya Troy-Sanabria. press secretary for the march, 
called the march part of the "new civi l rights movement" 
because it is reminiscent of Martin Luther King Jr.' s 
1963 "March on Washington." 
The press conference for the march was originally 
scheduled for Feb. 7 at the National Press Club but was 
canceled because of bad weather. It could be rescheduled 
as soon as next week, depending on the schedules of 
national civil rights leaders involved, including Rev. 
Jesse Jackson and the Rainbow/PUSH Coalition, and 
representatives from United for .Equality and 
Affirmative Action. The schedule for the march wi ll be 
detennined after the press conference. 
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Fraternity apologizes 
to Davidson residents 
over goose's death 
o Suspended fraternity chapter 
apologizes about death 
By Howle Paul Hartnett 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
(KRT) DAVIDSON, N.C. -The Davidson College 
chapter of Kappa Sigma fraternity has apologized for 
the recent beating death o~ a goose and promised to 
make amends with the community. 
"As members of an extended community, we stand in 
the bright glare of its judgment," chapter President 
Benjamin Skurek said in a wrinen statement Feb. 13. 
"Therefore our chapter and its members--whether 
we are suspe~ded or not- have commined to the town 
of Davidson to build trails in Beaver Dam Park and pro-
vide bird habitat infonnation for the public at Roosevelt 
Wilson Park." 
The chapter will also contribute to a wildlife preser-
vation organization. 
One fraternity member and six pledges have been 
arrested and charged with felony cruelty to animals and 
conspiracy to commit a felony. 
The death occurred Feb. 7 at Roosevelt Wilson Park, 
police said. A town employee saw a group of men lure 
a goose away from a group of others with bread before 
one of the men hit it repeatedly with a golf club, police 
said. When the goose stopped moving, another man 
tossed it into the trunk of a car and they drove away. 
Police found the car a short time later, with the dead 
goose in the trunk. . 
Following the incident, the fraternity chapter was sus-
pended by its international governing board and by the 
college following the incident. The governing board's 
action Feb. 12 means Davidson's 64 Kappa Sigma 
members cannot meet socially or do anything in the 
name of the fraternity, said Mitchell Wilson, executive 
director of the fraternity's 205 chapters in the United 
States and Canada. 
The fraternity'S Supreme Executive Comminee will 
decide whether to revoke the chapter's charter next 
month. 
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The Department 01 liberal Edm:atlon and the Olllte 01 the Dean 01 liberal Arts and Stientes in 
c:ollaboration with the (olumbla (II/onicle, the Journalism Department, and the Art & Design Department announee: 
The Paula pfdler & Cheryllohnson-Odim 
POLITIC~L 
C~RTOON CONTEfT 
lor all studtlnts 01 Columbia Colltlgtl Chicago 
Car-toon: 
A drawing or caricature 
• In a newspaper or 
periodical; especially, 
one intended to aBect 
opinion as to some 
) I 
Two $300 first prizes, two $100 second 
two $1 00 third prizes 
will be awarded in each of two categories, single panel cartoons and multiple panel cartoons. The six winning cartoons 
wi ll be selected by a jury, which wi ll include faculty from various departments, a student and a professional cartoonist. 
Submitted cartoons must be drawn or printed (if composed on a computer) in black ink on 81 /2 x 11 white paper. Include 
name, address, phone and student ID number on back of entry. 
LOlllMlIlA CHRONICLE 
Send submissions to: Political Cartoon Contest 
C/O Teresa Prados-Torreira 
Liberal Education Department 
624 S. Michigan, 900A 
Dudllne for submissions: Monday, March 10th 
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E2 incident becomes blame game 
City officials are calling the E2 stampede the 
largest loss of life and greatest tragedy to hap-
pen in Chicago since the crash of American 
Airlines Flight 191 in 1979, which killed 273 
people. 
Even a week after the horrific events took 
place, it's still hard to grasp that 21 people 
were killed in a mad dash to escape chemical 
substances being used for crowd control. (t's 
even harder to fathom that security guards 
allegedly blocked the exit , which in turn 
caused the massive pile of bodies. 
And to top it all otT. the city of Chicago 
knew the club was dangerous, and ordered it to 
shut down. 
But, even in the aftennath of such a gruesome 
and all-too-rea1 incident, the parties involved 
have already begun pointing fingers and assign-
ing blame. The city c laims the club was operat-
ing illegally. A court order was issued last July 
10 ban any use of the building's second floor, 
where the incident supposedly originated. 
city sought to shut E2 down following a string 
of shootings in front of the building. But then 
activists (one of whom was Jackson) jumped 
to the club's de fense , saying the club and its 
owners should not be penalized for what hap-
pens outside the club. Jackson, by the way, is 
a family friend of Dwain Kyles, one of E2's 
owners. 
The rigamarole is starting to sound suspi-
ciously like the Chicago "blame game." 
"h's not our fault- blame the city!" say the 
owners. 
"It 's not our fault-blame the club!" says 
the city. 
" It 's not our fault- blame the promoters !" 
say the owners. 
The only ones who don't <;eem to be passing 
the buck are the 21 dead young people who 
had no idea they were in danger in the earl y 
hours of Feb. 17 . 
FIbrua!y 24, 2003 
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Andre Grant, an attorney for E2's operators, 
Le Mirage Inc., maintained that it was only the 
E2 VIP balcony that was supposed to be otT-
limits . They point out that the club continued to 
operate, advertise events and run announce-
ments for parties: If the city was so upset, why 
didn't it shut them down? 
Grant claimed the city 's attorneys had agreed 
to permit the continued use of the second floor 
last fall. Police paid at least 80 visits to the club 
on unrelated business after the court order, and 
no call was ever made to shut down the facility. 
It 's time to do the right thing. h 's time to 
fess up . Those involved must come forward to 
admit to what went wrong. Otherwise, we are 
powerless to prevent it from happening again . 
Too many fingers are being pointed between 
the owners, the promoters , the owners ' 
lawyers, the city, the security guards, the 
activists , the inspectors, the police, the city 's 
lawyers ... 
The runaround in this case is absolutely 
intolerable. Twenty-one lives were taken by 
foolishness, carelessness, and complete disre-
gard for any of the warnings brought out 
against this establishment. 
Americans prepare for attack 
The owners and operators, though, are also 
blaming the promoter. After all, it was alleged-
ly security guards for the promoter who sprayed 
the chemical that sparked the stampede. 
Some are even blaming the Rev. Jesse 
Jackson. After all, it was just last spring that the 
To the families and friends of the victims: If 
you want to sue these people for something 
expensive, if you want to extract real pain, sue 
for an admission of fault . 
In Chicago, that 's what seems to be worth 
more than gold . 
By Editorial Staff 
East Carolinian 
Freedom of expression not so free 
(U-WIRE) GREENVILLE, 
N.C.-There's something almost 
surreal ahout the security precau-
tions that top federal officials are 
suggesting Americans take against 
a potential terrorist attack. 
Some are familiar: stockpiling 
of a three-day supply of water and 
food, a radio with extra batteries, a 
manual can opener, a first aid kit. 
But there's also this added precau-
tion: Government officials now 
recommend that families consider 
designating a room where they 
New York University students, professors and 
poets held a poetry reading in the school's Bobst 
Library on Feb. 12. The reading was held in 
protest of the cance llation of "Poetry and the 
American Voice," a poetry symposiwn spon-
sored by first lady Laura Bush. Bush canceled 
the event when she learned that invited poets 
would be reading anti-war poetry. 
White House offic ials released a statement that 
read, " It carne to the attention of the first lady's 
office that some invited guests want to twn what 
is intended to be a literary event into a political 
forum. While Mrs. Bush understands the right of 
all Americans to express their poli tical views, 
this event was designed to celebrate poetry." 
Poetry and other forms of artful expression 
often deal with political and social issues. Artists 
use their mediwn to express their support or 
opposition for the government and to help 
inform the public on issues. The music of Rage 
Against The Machine, Sleater-Kinney and Ani 
DiFranco accomplishes this, as does Oliver 
Stone 's Born on the Fourth of July, Spike Lee's 
Do the Right Thing and Michael Moore's 
Bowlingfor Columbine, 
Colwnbia students have a similar responsibili-
ty (as artists) to hold society in a critical view. 
Students must use the skills they learn in their 
west 01 
center 
classes to show soc iety the issues and problems 
that are being overlooked. There are various con-
cerns besides a potential war, such as poverty, 
homelessness, poor public education, rising col-
lege tuition, discrimination and racism to name a 
few. 
Art must go beyond the simplist ic, beyond 
merely being aesthetically pleasing. It must serve 
a deeper purpose. Artists have a responsibility to 
give voice to the overlooked and oppressed, to 
hold up a mirror to the world and point out the 
things people are blind to or choose not to see. 
The founding fathers ensured freedom of 
speech and express ion because they believed 
there could only be true democracy when citi-
zens had the right to dissent. There is a reason 
why this basic right was guaranteed in the First 
Amendment. 
Columbia students should be concerned that 
they pay such a large sum for their education 
(currently $6,957 per semester for full-time 
undergraduate students, not including additional 
fees), but their artwork is not welcome in the 
White House if it opposes the Bush administra-
tion or its practices. By canceling the sympo-
sium, the Bush administration created a greater 
issue by implying that they aren't open to dis-
senting opinions. 
will gather in event of emergency. 
That "safe" room should hold a 
supply of duct tape and plastic 
sheeting, which people could use 
to seal off the room from a chemi-
calor biological attack. 
"They're not trying to scare 
people, but to educate people," 
said one security expert. 
It's hard to say how scared--or 
prepared-many Americans are. 
Some stores in Chicago and 
Washington, D.C., report that 'plas-
tic sheeting, duct tape and bottled 
water are selling briskly. It's safe 
to say that the elevation of the 
nation's terrorism threat level to 
code orange--or "high" risk for an 
attack-has some Americans pon-
dering their canned food supply, 
something they probably hadn't 
considered since the Y2K scare, 
It's also safe to say that the gov-
ernment is responding to criticism 
from the last time it raised the ter-
ror alert to orange, around the first 
anniversary of the Sept. I I attacks. 
Federal officials had trouble 
answering the obvious question: 
What should we do? 
This time, officials are promot-
ing an updated Federal Emergency 
Management Agency manual enti-
tle~ "Are You Ready? A Guide 
to Citizen Preparedness"-and 
offering plenty of instructions. 
Certainly there's no hann in 
this . But there 's also no need to 
panic. Families should talk about 
what they will do in event ofa ter-
ror attack, the same way they plan 
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escape routes in case of fire. The 
difference, of course, is that a ter-
ror attack could bring wide-scale 
disruption of many of the comforts 
we have come to depend on-
power, transportation and commu-
nications, as well as police and 
fire protection. 
The vast spectrwn of possible 
attacks-biological, chemical, 
radiological-renders all but the 
most rudimentary planning of 
quest ionable value. Still, some 
bas,ic precautions make sense. For 
instance, schools have plans in 
case of emergency, often keeping 
children inside until it is safe for 
them to be picked up. 
Such plans evoke memories of 
the 1950s and '60s, when some 
Americans built homb shelters in 
case of a Soviet nuclear attack. 
The Cold War shaped Americans ' 
thinking then; now it's the threat 
of terror. That threat demands 
Americans think far differently 
about homeland security, often in 
ways that may seem alien to us 
but are common in other parts of 
the world. 
After Israel was attacked by 
Iraqi Scud missiles in the 1991 
Persian Gulf War, for example, the 
government required new homes 
and apartment buildings be outfit-
ted with sealable rooms, where a 
family could retreat in the event of 
an attack. It's impossible to kno~ ' 
what kind of attack-if an~ay 
come from terrorists. 
But in another sense, this isn ' t 
ahout an attack. This is about 
piercing the cocoon of comfort 
and complacency that most 
Americans take as their birthright. 
Who thinks about running water, 
electricity, transportation, police 
and fire protectio~ntil they are 
disrupted? 
There's no need to dwell on 
that, of course, but the",'s good 
reason to contemplate how you 
and your family would confront a 
situation in which you're on your 
own for a few dar" 
Look on the brtght side; Even if 
nothing happens, you can always 
usc some extra duct tape . 
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U.S. Cellular Field will always have "Sox" appeal 
By Emily Smith 
Commentary Editor 
I shouldn ' t have been so surprised when 
I heard Comiskey Park was being renamed 
U.S. Cellular Field. After ali, I ride past 
'the United Center every morning. talking 
on my Sprint phone and eating my 
McDonald's breakfast burrito. 
In a world all about buying each other 
out and having your name on top. it 
would be refreshing to see a company 
make an unselfish gesture; let 's say, such 
as giving Comiskey Park-I mean U.S. 
Cellular Field-a donation without 
requiring anything in return. Now that 
would be innovative. 
U,S. Cellular could have garnered more 
respect and money if they had made a quiet 
contribution and left the name alone. 
I, for one, would much rather buy a prod-
uct from a company who is known for their 
giv ing than for their need to sell, se ll, sell. 
But that is exactly what U.S. Cellular 
has been doing. 
It has already signed up as sponsors for 
upcoming events such as Taste of Chicago, 
the Air and Water Show, and other neigh-
borhood festivals. 
" I'm not trying to force pepple to adopt 
my sty lization for the park," said John 
Rooney, chief 
executive for 
U.S. Cellular in 
a Feb. 4 article 
in the Chicago 
Tribune. 
Excuse me, 
but that is 
exactly what he 
is trying to do. 
He named the 
park U.S. Cellular Field. You can 't get a 
more forceful sty le than that. It's like call-
ing a sneaker modeled after Michael 
Jordan "Air Jordan." Or a line of clothes 
created by Donatella Versace "Versace." 
The only difference is that the sneakers 
and clothes were an original idea and 
therefore the name of the brand reflects 
the creator. 
The shoes are ideal for basketball play-
ing. Although it became a fashion trend to 
sport Jordans whether or not hoops were 
being played, they are still shoes that sym-
bolize Michael and his sport. 
. As for Versace, anyone familiar with her 
clothing line would agree that the fashion 
reflects her own unique and creative sty le . 
They are colorful, elegant and high-main-
tenance, just like Donatella herse lf. 
But U.S. Cellular? The name reflects 
U.S. Cellu lar..:....period. Nothing remotely 
close to baseball is conveyed. 
Who would want to wear a shirt made 
by Motorola? Or how about a refreshing 
can of Ameritech? Then again, I do enjoy 
some Wrigley gum every once in a while. 
The Cub's stadium located on the 
North Side is named after the gum guy: 
William Wrigley Jr. 
In 1919, Wrigley gained sole owner-
ship of the Cubs and changed the name to 
Cubs Park. Then in 1926, it was changed 
to Wrigley Field in his honor. 
It would seem logical to assume that 
Wrigley Field is simply named after the 
gum company. But, in fact, there is a his-
tory. Wrigley owned the team. 
He moved them from the West Side 
grounds to the North Side and provided 
them with a stadium. He had a connec-
tion with the team other than money: He 
was their owner. 
Comiskey Park was named after its 
original owner, as well. Charles Comiskey 
opened the stad ium on July I, 1910 and 
referred to it as White Sox Park. 
White Sox owner Jerry Reinsdorf 
could have named the park after himself. 
Then again, he wouldn't be getting $68 
million in return. 
Besides, not too many fans would be 
happy with " Reinsdorf Field." Although 
he is the most successful owner in 
Chicago's sports hi s-
tory, he is arguably 
the most hated. 
"Here [in Chicago], 
there are a whole 
series of neighbor-
hoods, each with their 
own cultural require-
ments," Rooney sa id. 
Rooney and hi s 
buddies don't care 
about culture. If they 
did, the stadium 
wouldn't be getting a 
new name; at least 
not one as cold and 
heartless as U.S. 
Cellular Field. 
But true White Sox 
fans have been keep- -
ing the culture of the 
stadium a live, and 
they will cont inue to 
do so. Many people 
don't know that for 
years now, the park 
has been referred to 
as Sox Park, or that 
from 1962 to 1975, 
there wasn't even a 
Comiskey Park. It 
was officia lly known 
as White Sox Park. 
It doesn't help that 
th is whole U.S. 
Cellular predicament 
could have been 
avo ided in the first 
place if Reinsdorf had 
built the stadium right 
the first time. Instead , 
John WesVChronicle he tried to cut comers 
and save money. 
So, now that he needs more money, he 
has decided to sell a piece of baseball to 
get it. 
I reali ze now that it doesn't maner what 
name would best suit the park or the histo-
ry behind the stadium. I realize that the 
legendary players and the infamous 
moments on the field don't maner either. 
It's all about the money. 
Oh well. I'm sure [' 11 sti ll catch a game 
at Sox Park this summer. But you won't 
see me switching my phone service any-
time soon. 
The Columbia Chronicle photo poll 
Question: How would you like to 888 your tulllon money spent? 
Peggy Gentlema.o 
Senior/photography 





" I just signed a peti-
tion for the shuttle 
buses. I think that's a 
really good idea." 
Jason Kiedaisch 
JuniorlSound re<onling 





"Directly to fund my 
major motion picture 
starring David Bowie 
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. from graduating senior students 
C·SPACES is accepting demo submissions from bands and solo 
musical artists. Selected artists will be featured at Manifest03 
on May 22, 2003 at outdoor sound stages around campus. 
DEMO SUBMISSION DATE: March 12, 2003 
DROP OFF: Hokin Annex, 623 S. Wabash 
DEMO SUBMISSION CRITERIA 
> At least one member of the group must be 
of graduating senior status (the· completion of 
90 credits or more). We prefer that the entire 
group be comprised of Columbia students. 
> Demo must be on a CO, video or audio tape 
and of good sound and/ or visual quality. 
> Demos must be clearly labeled with the title 
of group, contact number and e-mail address. 
> Submitted demos will not be returned. 
Artists selected will be po,ted at 
the Hokln Annex March 14, 2003 
February 24, 2003 
'-.. 
CALL FOR WORK 
FROM COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO 
STUDENT WOMEN ARTISTS 
CELEBRATING ART ABOUT WOMEN BY WOMEN 
ALL MEDIA ENCOURAGED 
c. spaces presents .. . 
MULIEBRAL 
1. The state of being a woman. 2. Femininity. 
3. The characteristics or qualities of a woman. 
(From Latin Muliebris, wormmly, from Mulier, a woman.) 
EXHIBITION DATES: 
• March 20 - April 12, 2003 
• Hokin Gallery 623 S. Wabash, Chicago 
DROP OFF SUBMISSIONS: 
• March 10 - 14 9am-7pm at the Hokin Gallery 
• 20 & 3D, Installation proposals & FilmNideo 
Exhibition curated by Kathryn Lovesky & Company 
PERFORMANCE EVENING: 
• Thursday, April 10, 7pm - 10pm 
PERFORMANCE AUDITIONS AT THE HOKIN ANNEX: 
• No longer than 5 minutes 
• March 4 & 5, 7-9pm or March 10, 12-5pm 
• Please bring performance resume, video 
and or artist statement if you have it. 
• Contact jtnewman@hotmail.com to 
schedul(! audition lime. 
Performance curaled by J.T. Newman 
QUESTIONS? 
Please Call 312/344-76% 
www.colum.edulhokin 
... ~ , . (6) 
---
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five just might turn out to be your lucky number. .. 
Emergency contraception can prevent 
pregnancy up to five days after sex. 
So, if you have had unprotected sex - the condom broke, 
you missed a pill, or maybe you just plain forgot -
don't wait for a period that may never come. 
Get emergency contraception online at www.EC4U.org, 
or vi sit Planned Parenthood's loop Area Health Center. 
Planned Parenthood Chicago Area 
Loop Area Health Center 
18 S. Michigan Avenue - 6th Floor 
312-592-6700 
Come to us in confidence, with confidence. 
rF.il Planned Parenthood" 
IlEi'J (h1(U90 (lrt:¢ 
Fellrury 24, 2003 
TEMPLET~ 
The Medinah Temple. 6(X) N. Wabash Ave .. is one of the 
Near North Side 's mo,t esteemed landmarks. Its Middle 
Eastern shrine architecture. designed by Huehl & Schmid in 
the early 1900~. provld~d a magnificent locale for the shrine 
fraternal rituals. ClfCU"'e' and concerts in the auditorium fit· 
ted with 4.200 .;;eats. The building reportedl y had some of 
the finest acoustICs in town- fine enough. in fact. for the 
recording of the Fantcuia 2000 score by the Chicago 
Symphony Orc hestra. conducted by James Levine. 
It would have been razed. however. had it not been aue-
tioned off and purchased by Bloomingdale.'~ :1 
ago. 
Bloomingdale's restored the exterior of the ~ 
gutted the inside. refurbishments necessary 10 
four-floor. Home + Furniture store. Gone is IDI 
style seating and stage. Now the",'s 130.00!l s 
ultra-modem. home-shopping chic: high-enJ I 
mattresses. rugs. lamps. couches. tables and cI 
Under the redesign direction of Chicagoln L 
Bloomingdale's restored the Temple's definln~ 
Febnlary 24, 2003 
~SFORMED 
:'5 a few years 
the temple and 
\' to house their 
I~ the stadium~ 
00 square feet of 
nd pots, pans, 
Id chairs. 
an Dan Coffey, 
ning onion 
domes, its scores of stained glass windows and terra coua 
ceilings and walls. Inside, where there were once rusty reds 
and gaudy greens are now neutral whites, off-whites, sea 
green and taupes, which are no doubt morc "conducive to 
consumerism," as Peggy Lanigan, a Bloomingdale 's public 
relations representative, said during a tour of the new digs. 
Bloomingdale's gave the aging Temple another life-anoth-
er chance for a new generation to marvel in its timeless 
aura. 
- Michael Hirtzer 
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Mary Kay Place 
theSafety 
of Qt?jects 
Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building) and pick up a 
complimentary pass to anend a special showing of THE SAFETY OF OBJECTS 
on Tuesday, February 251h allhe "'tilLoews Esquire Thealer. 
POMet ore avoHobIe while IUppliet lost on 0 nrtt~om •. fir.t·18rved boall. One pau per partOn. No purchase necessary. A photo 10 will be necessary to recefve a pass. 
Employe ... 0' on promotional portne". 'heir ogenel ... and thOle Who hov. received a po .. within the lo.t 90 days are not eligible. 
IN THEATERS FRIDAY, MARCH 7THI 
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Independent 'King of New York' 
o Filmmaker Abel Ferrara talks to the Chronicle during his visit to Columbia 
By Michael Hlrtzer 
A&E Editor 
During a screening of King 0/ New York about a month ago in the Ludington Bui lding's third floor theater, some-
one shouted "the director's in the 
house" just as the film's main char-
acter and anti-hero Frank White 
shot and killed an old school 
mafioso without even blinking. 
It was a definitive moment both 
because King of New York is an 
independent classic made to be 
digested and dissected by film stu-
dents and because the director, 
Abel Ferrara., was in fact in the 
house. 
He was upstiirs in a s ixth floor 
conference room lying on the 
floor. And when he did rise from 
his slumber for a brief-and exclu-
sive-interview, he could barely 
keep his eyes open. However, he 
did make for a compelling inter-
view, as ide from his clamorous 
entourage, which included local 
artist Walter A. Fydryck, gallery 
owner David Leonardis and young 
filmmaker Mark Finney, who were 
nonetheless interesting as well. 
Wh ile they, mainly Leonardi, 
caused a commotion and struggled 
to open bottles of Heineken, 
Ferrara quietly answered questions 
and sipped a Budweiser. He said 
the fanaticism surrounding King of 
New York is over-the-top. "To me, 
King of New York is a movie. 
Unfortunate ly, there's a lot ofpeo-
pie out there that [believe] King of 
New York is not just a movie," he 
sa id . 
often censored. 
Funding films has cons istently 
been a battle, Ferrara said. The 
characters he portrays on fi lm can 
serve as metaphors of filmmak-
ers. "It's a sense of independent 
power that one has ability to step 
up and take control of his li fe in a 
big time way," he said. 
Ferrara has maintained this 
mtmtality since the mid-1970s 
when he started shooting Super 8 
films. " We were just bad guitar 
players who became filmmak-
ers," Ferrara said. " It was just a 
matter of wi ll . It was something 
we wanted to do." 
Ferrara has never had what one 
would call "mainstream success." 
However several of his films, 
such as The Funeral, his remake 
of Body Snatchers and hi s two 
collaborat ions with the late 
Zoe Lund, Ms. 45 and Barl 
Lieutenant, ach ieved cult-like 
followings. 
When asked what he thinks of 
the state of independent filmm ak-
ing, Ferrara said: "I'm thinking 
as optimistically as I can think. 
You say {Columbia] is one of the 
biggest independent film schools 
in the world and then there's like 
three guys who made it in the 
business, that says everything 
there is to say. Nobody's waiting 
with open arms, saying' Let me 
see your film.' 
"I mean it's not what 1 think of 
it, 1 am it," Ferrara added, "So I 
can't think about it. I'm just try-
ing to earn it. I'm just trying to 
keep making films." Not to be confused with Gangs 
of New York, Martin Scorsese's 
drama about an 1800s gang, King 
of New York is the story of Frank 
White, an organized crime lord 
played by Christopher Walke n. 
Upon his release from prison at the 
beginning of the film, White pro-
ceeds to take over New York, con-
quering both the Ita lians and the 
Colombian drug cartels. 
Courtesy of the David Leonardis Gallery 
One 01 two portaits 01 director Abel Ferrara, by Walter A. Fydryck, who made them by lusing acrylic into plex· 
iglass, then mounting it over a color·penciled, ink·washed photo paper. It was recently sold through the 
David Leonardis Gallery, 1346 N. Paulina st. 
It would seem like the 50-year-
old Ferrara would have given up 
by now, but he presses on. 
Fydryck, an art ist about Ferrara's 
age who painted two portraits of 
him, said "Abel is a realistic per-
son. He really applies hi mse lf to 
what he's doing." 
Pat ience and realism are defi-
The film is one 'of Ferrara's most popu-
. lar films. It rivals Scarface in its name-
checks in rap songs. It was also men-
tioned in several Gangs of New York 
film reviews and is considered a 
definitive New York film, as it captures 
both the grit and glamour of the city. 
Ferrara is an independent fi lmmaker 
more by default than by choice, although 
his overall look and demeanor contribute 
to his independent mystique; on that cold 
night in January, Ferrara wore a black 
stocking cap over his scraggly gray hair 
and windbreaker under hi s black leather 
coat. His voice reca lls that of Marlon 
Brando's Don Vito Corleone-soft-spo-
ken and scratchy, with a New York accent. 
nitely key qualities in the hurry-
up-and-wait world of fi lmmaking, espe· 
cially for Ferrara, who currently has three 
projects in the works: a prequel to King of 
New York, a film about Mary Magdalene 
'Amandla!' gives 
harmony, spirit 
By K. Ryann Zalewski 
Assistant A&E Editor 
If the idea of watching a documentary gives you 
nightmares of history class, Amandla! A Revolution 
in Four-Part Harmony will change your mind. Jam-
packed with spirited dances and energy-ra is ing 
music, Amandla! (the Xhosa word for power), takes 
the d,?cumentary art form to a higher level. 
There can be no doubt as to why the film won the 
Documentary Audience Award and the Freedom of 
Express ion Award at the 2002 Sundance Film 
Festival. 
Amandla/ combines original and archival footage, 
re-enactments and musical performance to tell the 
emotional story of the 40-year contlict between black 
South Africans and the apartheid government. The · 
opening sequence is a heart-racing dynamic mix of a 
Nearly all of Ferrara's films contain gra-
tuitous nudity and are glaringly violent. 
They are rarely shown in theaters (his lat· 
est 'R Xmas opened only in New York and 
Los Angeles) and when they arrive in 
video stores li ke Blockbuster, they're See Abel Ferrara, page 24 
Photo courtesy of Artisan Entertainment 
The soweto Community Choir rallying in the Iilm 
'Amandlal A Revolution in Four·Part Harmony.' 
young black man dancing on a rooftop in slow motion 
and a singing chorus packed into a small white room. 
Those first few minutes are a breathtaking intro-
duction-the greatest opening minutes I've ever 
seen. The film also tells the story of one of the first 
heroes of the South African freedom stuggle, Vuyisile 
Mini . 
Mini was a political leader, songwriter and poet. 
When the aparthe id government came into power in 
1948, they passed several laws designed to deprive 
black South Africans of bas ic c itizens r ights. 
Mini discovered the power of song to express the 
pain and sufferi ng of black South Afr icans. Songs 
such as "Beware Verwoerd" became anthems of hope 
to the oppressed blacks. "Beware Verwoerd" is a 
warning to the creator of apartheid, Hendrik 
Verwoerd, that the pain he is inflicting on others will 
one day come back to him. . 
Mini was convicted of sabotage and the murder of 
a police informant and was executed on Nov. 6, 1964. 
It was said that he walked to the ga llows s ing ing free-
dom songs. 
Some of the most affecting scenes in Amandla! are 
the joint interviews with musician-actresses Sophie 
Mgcina and Dolly Rathebe. Mgcina and Rathebe s ing 
severa l emotionally charged a cape lla songs while 
re lating their memories of when their fam ilies were 
forced to move to set aside black neighborhoods. 
Another powerful story is that of current parlia-
ment member Tha ndi Modise. While pregnant, 
Modise was tortured and imprisoned for her involve-
ment in the freedom struggle. She went into labor 
during questioning and was abandoned to deliver her 
daughter alone. 
While the s tories are heartbreaking, the uplifting 
See AmancIIa!, page 24 
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Patriotic Purge 
'Arnorican FIImlIn ....... Posltrs' dllplays 36 posters made belwHn 1947 and 2001 . The exhibit runs 
through March 31 alTbt Gtne Sllkel Film Ct ntor, 164 N. State Sl 
American films through foreign eyes 
o ExhlbH at Siskel Aim Center explores Polish poster art 
By Ana Hrlstova 
Staff Writer 
A black hand rises on a gray background. A 
black face peeks from the palm. looking toward 
the sky. Two simple elements that. together. send 
one strong message in Branislow Zelek 's poster 
for To Kill a Mockingbird. 
In Poland artists watched movies from another 
world and projected lheir experiences onto posters. 
The posters reflect not ooly the magical stories told 
by acclaimed American filmmakers, but also 
reveaJ a mystical West through the only window to 
the: Iron Curtain: the movie screen. 
"American Films in Polish Posters," an exhibit 
of36 film poster.; <=lied between 1947 and 2001. 
is currentJy showing at The Gene Siskel Film 
Center. 164 N. Stale St. 
A collection of posters belonging to Piotr 
Dabrowski and Agnies:zka Kulon from The Art 
of Poster Gallery in Warsaw, Poland feature 
American classics like Cilizen Kane, 
Ca.wblanca, Apocalypse Now and a few more 
recent movies like My Own Private Idaho and 
Face/Off. 
The exhibit is a nostdgic look at a time when the 
fihn post« was oot jus! a marketing tool. it was a sep-
arate art form----<n: artist's response to another artist's 
woO<. Looking for a tuddcn message and strong per-
sonal eoqnssion. the Polish pooter masters didn 't rely 
solely 00 the mncting ~ of movie staIS. 
The biggest and most acclaimed part of the 
collection shows posters created during the Cold 
War, when the movie: theater was the only place 
where the Polish people could peek at the rest of 
the world through the Iron Curtain. Frightened 
that movies would sabotage carefully orchestrat-
ed propaganda. the communist government took 
firm action and for a few years. from 1949-1957. 
American movies completely disappeared from 
Poland. American n'IOVte posters in storage hous-
es and archives wen: destroyed, which explains 
why some posten were created 10, even 20, 
years after the movies came out. 
Stalin's death resulted in s light polit ica l 
changes. some of which allowed American 
movies to return to Polish screens. The new, less 
restrictive policy gave arti sts the opportunity to 
start express ing themse lves, as opposed to just 
following the government's agenda. 
A new wave of young graphic artists appeared on 
the Polish art scene, among them Henryk 
Tomaszewski, Eryk Lipinski and Tadeusz 
Trepkowski. These anists became the core of the 
famed "Polish Poster School." and led the an form to 
Wlprecedented popularity. commonly known as the 
"golden era" of the Pol ish poster. The period contin-
ued into the early '70s. Posters for Citizen Kane and 
Casablanca were only two of the masterpieces cre-
ated during that period. 
During the '80s, the quality of the art dimin-
ished, but there were st ill a few artists who stayed 
true to the genre and created interest ing pieces. 
The '90s marked the demise o f the traditional 
film poster as photo posters became more and 
more popular. 
"American Films in Polish Posters" appeals 
not on ly to artists, but also to moviegoers who 
will see American classics presented in a untra-
ditional way. Sty lized and relying heavily on 
color, the posters promote movies through inter-
pretation rather than trying to anract audiences 
with g lamour and familiar names . 
A red, male face with beast-like eyes stares 
into the distance . He is no man, but neither is he 
an animal-yet. This is the poster for 
Apocalypse Now, created by Waldemar Swierzy. 
Not every American movie is dark, but darkness 
prevails in most of the presented posters . 
Madej Zbikowski 's interpretation of The 
Graduate is co lo rful , a lmost cartoon· like . A 
lightning bolt pierces a woman's breasts drawn 
in the shape of a heart . A small figure runs, try-
ing to escape the stonn. 
The graphic artists express fear, hope and con-
fusion , feelings very difficult to convey without 
sound or movement. The posters rely on empha-
s is of color. symbolism and proport ion. 
The credits are lost among the images. Big 
names do n't matter because cinema is not a 
money machine, but an art to be appreciated. 
"American Films in Pol ish Posters" runs through 
March 31 . Admission is free. Reprints orall posters 
can be purchased through the Internationa l 
Vintage Poste r Dealers Associati o n. 
By David Gram 
Associaled Press 
MONTPELIER. Vt.-Peggy 
Bresee had picked o ut two books, 
War is a Force That Gives Us 
Meaning and The Best Democracy 
Money Can Buy, and she wasn ' t 
eager to tell the government about it. 
That's why she was glad Bear Pond 
Books. where she shops regularly. 
had given her the option ofleaving no 
record of the purchases. The store had 
also purged its files of the names of 
all the books bought in the past by 
members of its readers' club. 
" It really docs make me feel so 
much bener," said Bresee, who was 
buying the books as birthday gifts 
for a grown son who lives in Utah. 
.. , believe in independent book-
stores and I' m grateful . They're pro-
tecting those of us who are readers. 
It matters." 
The protection Bresee spoke of 
was from government agents, with 
newly broadened powers under the 
USA PATRIOT Acl, to seize the 
records of bookstores and libraries 
to find out what their patrons had 
been reading. 
"When the CIA comes and asks 
what yo u' ve read because they're 
suspicious of you, we can't tell them 
because we don' t have it," store co-
owner Michael Katzenberg said . 
"That 's just a basic right, to be 
able to read what you want without 
fear that somebody is looking over. 
your shoulder to see what you're 
reading," he added. 
Section 215 of the PATRIOT Act 
amended the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Act, a 1978 law that set 
up a special court that operates in 
secret and hean cases related to 
t spionage. The new law allows a 
government agent to ask the court 
for an order to seize records " for an 
invest igation to protect against inter-
national terrorism or clandestine 
intelligence activities." 
Unlike a traditional subpoena. 
there is no opportunity to chal1enge 
the order in court. Bookstores and 
libraries targeted by such orders arc 
prohibited from telling anyone about 
them. 
Katzenbcrg said the decision to 
purge the readers' club list was "both 
for our customers and also for our-
selves, so we' re not put in a position 
where we do have to tum over 
records . If we don't have records to 
tum over, obviously we can't." 
The chief Justice Department offi-
cial in Vennont, U.S . Attorney Peter 
Hall. sought to play down concern 
that government agents might soon 
be darkening the door at Bear Pond 
Books, a popular local institution 
whose narrow storefront looks out 
on the main intersection in the 
nation 's smallest state capital. 
"Only in very rare and limited and 
supervi sed circumstances would 
anyone be seeking that sort of busi-
ness infonnation from a bookseller. 
a library or a business o f any sort," 
IInll said. 
lie added thtlt so long as a 
Celebrating Black History 
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Burrough will take part in an interview/dis-
cu .. ion and performance 0; part of the 
Ccnler for Bltlck Music; Research's 
Tradition Bearing Seri .. : BUlTOugh Is • 
cultural hillerian and the founder of 
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business keeps financial records for 
tax purposes, and there isn 't any 
pending court proceeding in which 
the business owner knows the 
records arc being sought. "a business 
person has a right to do whatever he 
or she wants to do with whatever 
records they've been maintaining." 
Such record requests from book-
stores were becoming more frequent 
even befon: the attacks of September 
2001 prompted passage of the PATRI-
OTAct 
Kramer's Books in Washi ngton 
won a preliminary court order block-
ing independent counsel Kenneth 
Starr from getting records of purchas-
es by Monica Lewinsky during his 
investigation of the sex scandal 
involving Lewinsky and former pres-
ident Clinton. She eventually turned 
over the records in an agreement 
granting her immlDlity from prosecu-
tion. 
Last year, a unanimous Colorado 
Supreme Court ruled for the Tattered 
Cover Book Store in Denver in its 
fight against a subpoena of purchase 
records by a defendant in a drug 
case. 1be court found that "com-
pelled disclosure of book-buying 
records threatens to destroy the 
anonymity upon which many cus-
tomers depend." 
Chris Finan, president of the 
American Booksellers' Foundation 
for Freedom of Expression, said wnil 
now booksellers have frequently kept 
lists of books their customers read as 
a matter of "relationship marketing." 
Some offer discounts to frequent cus-
tomers or send a notice in the mail 
when there's a new book out by a cus-
tomer's favorite author, he said. 
Finan said he wasn't aware of any 
widespread move by booksellers to 
JlUI1!e the lists as Bear Pond Books 
has done. But he added, "There are 
booksellers who believe the best thing 
to do is not keep the information in the 
rust place." 
Linda Ramsdell. president of the 
New England Booksellers' 
Association and owner of the Galaxy 
Bookshop in Hardwick, 27 mil,es 
north of Montpelier, said she hadn' t 
JlUI1!ed her files as Bear Pond had 
done. but that she honored one cus-
tomer's request to erase any record of 
books that the customer had bought 
Finan said his group had not taken 
a stand on whether Bear Pond's 
strategy was advisable. He said its 
focus now is trying to persuade 
Congress to change the more oner-
ous provisions of the PATRIOT Act 
He said his group is among those 
supporting legislation being drafted 
by Rep. Bernard Sanders (I-Vt.) 
which would raise the legal thresh-
old government agents must achieve 
before a court grants pennission to 
sean:h library or bookstore records_ 
Sanders said that. traditionally. a 
search warrant has been granted 
only when the requesting enforce-
ment agency can show evidence that 
the sean:h will be helpful in prose-
cuting a specific crime. THe con--
gressmnn said the leg81 threshold 
for such an order under the PATRt-
OT Att is "Iar too low." 
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Columbia hosts high 
tech performance 
By Michael DesEnfants 
Contributing Writer 
Bang! Smash! Boom! If life 
were like the old Batman and 
Robin television show, every 
time we swung a fi s t or did a 
roundhouse kick. cool sound 
effects would fill the air. 
Technology will take us a step 
c loser to this fantasy when a 
performance of Bodysynth hits 
the Columbia campus for a per· 
formance at the Center for 
Book and Paper Am, 1104 S . 
Wabash Ave. 
According to Columbia's 
official website, Bodysynth is 
a "wearable synthesizer con-
troller" that translates the 
body's muscle movements into 
a musical instrument digital 
interface, or MIDI signals, 
that are then used to spur 
sounds, lights or video projec-
tions. 
Chris Van Raalte, who helped 
develop Bodysynth in 
California in the late 1980s, 
will perform with the 
Bodysynth on Feb. 28 at 6 p.m. 
Although he was unavailable 
for an interv iew, we did manage 
to track down Ed Severinghaus, 
Van Raalte's associate and co-
founder of Bodysynth . 
Severinghaus said Bodysynth 
is connected to the body by as 
many as 24 sensors s imilar to 
the ones hospitals use. The 
device is then connected to a 
computer that has prepro-
gram med actions, or sounds 
according to what muscle is 
used . 
"The sensors can be connect-
ed to any muscle near the sur-
face of the body. Whi le one arm 
is playing [music] the other can 
change the pitch," Severinghaus 
said. 
Brian Read , an instructor in 
the TV Department, is responSi-
1 
bIe for bringing the performance 
to Columbia. Read called 
Bodysynth a "hands-free way of 
perfonning." 
·'It is technology with unrealized 
potential," Read said. lie was so 
intrigued when he first witnessed 
the Bodysynth that he bought one. 
Read described how the Bodysynth 
could be used in connection with 
other things such as storytelling. 
"With the Bodysynth, you can 
sample sounds of speech 10 
accompany a story. It's a very 
sneaky way to grasp an audience," 
Read said. "It is basically a wear-
able computer. It is only 10 years 
old; and its uses have yet to be 
explored." 
Read plans to use his 
Bodysynth to play videos 
hands-free. 
"With the Bodysynth, I will 
be able to stop, fast-forward 
and rewind videos," he sa id . 
The Bodysynth "crosses 
boundaries between dance and 
music composition, this is 
something that can create visual 
imdges on sc reen just from 
dancing," Read said . "It truly 
creates a vinual environment." 
Students interested in 
attending the Feb. 28 perfor-
mance and/or workshop on 
March 1 should call (3/2) 
344-7669 for reservations . 
Only 50 students will be 
allowed into the presentation and 
only 20 will be able to attend the 
workshop. For more information 
about Bodysynth, visit www.syn-
thzone.comlhsynthhtmJ. 
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'Get Rich' resurrects gangsta life 
By Michael Hlrtzer 
A&E Editor 
At a glance, it would seem rapper 50 Cent and 
producer King Bnn have linle-t(}-nothing in com-
mon. 
However, both began their careers in the early 
to mid-l990s and are now receiving their hip-hop 
payoffs after they paid their hip-hop dues. 
After slaving away making bootlegs and rap-
ping over other's songs, 50 Cent finally landed a 
deal after Eminem heard his music, praised him in 
public and signed him. Dr. Ore then helped pro-
duce the album, resulting in the highly anticipated 
aJbwn, Get Rich or Die T ryin '. 
It's the highest-selling album since SoundScan 
began calculating such nwnbcrs in 1991. It edged-
out Snoop Dogg's Doggystyle, which sold 803,000 
copies in its first week by at least 69,000 copies. 
For the most part, 50 Cent lives up to the 
hype. He raps in a monotonous yet infectious 
voice. He seems to layer words on top of one 
another, letting them spill from his mouth in one 
long endless line. 
The themes range ITom weed to guns, drinks, 
women and more gWlS on songs like "What up 
Gangsta," "P.I.M.P." and "Blood Iiound," a song 
with a chorus that goes: " I love to pump crack I lL __ .liI 
love to stay strapped I love to squeeze gats I but Photo by Sacha WaldmarJlnterscope Records 
The rapper 50 Cent's bullet-proof vest and jewels add to 
his gangsta image. 
you don't hear me though." 
This rapper speaks from experience. lie 's 
been shot nine times. His New York C ity 
concert was canceled the night after hi s 
friend Jam Master Jay was murdered, in fear of 
more violence. 
That said, this is the return of the in-vogue gangs-
tao This is the most accessible gangsta rap album 
since The Chronic. I can almost hear my dad rap-
ping along to "In da Club," the album's latest s in-
gle-it'S catchy, built behind a slow Dr. Ore beat 
and a cliche rhyme twisted just enough to sound 
captivating and original. 
Conversely, King Britt's first a ll hip-hop album 
is infinite ly more socially conscious and positive. 
And where Get Rich or Die Tryin' is a joint effort 
between Shady Records, Aftermath Productions, 
Violator Management, G-Unit and Interscope 
Records, which is owned by Vivendi Universal, 
Britt's Adventures in Lo-Fi was released on the 
decidedly indie Barely Breaking Even imprint. 
G uest rappers like Bahamadia, Quasimoto and 
the long-awaited return of Butterfly from the 
Digable Planets, who now goes by Chcrrywine, 
casua lly drop social commentaries over Britt's 
sparse funk-flavored, keyboard-based beats. 
These rappers seem more interested in poetry 
than rocking the party. 
On "Planetary Analysis," the album's most reoc-
curring emcee, Rich Medina, raps: "A compla int is 
nothing more than a notion I something to be l1Ied 
away and forgotten I problem is most of these peo-
ple here have no cabinets I so they pile them up in 
their living room and live with them like furniture 
you can't s it on." 
Both of these albums are quality albums, rep· 
re sent ing separate spectrums of hip -hop. But if I 
saw 50 Cent walking down the street, I might 
duck around the corner and run away, whereas if 
I saw King Britt, I might slap him a high -
five or give him a hug . 
¥G!V CM\J ~ b tVNl ytul, 
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Don't hide your grades. Improve them. 
C O L~ A 
The Conaway Achievement Project and The Freshman Center, divisions of Student ffa irs, are proud to co-sponsor 








12:00pm - 1:00pm 
2:00pm - 3:00pm 
12:00pm - 1:00pm 
5:00pm - 6:00pm 
12:00pm - 1:00pm 
2:00pm - 3:00pm 
5:00pm - 6:00pm 
All workshops will be held in the 
Conaway Achievement Office: 
33 E. Congress, Suite 603. 
Yes, lunches will be served! 
To RSVP, or for more information: 
call Kati at (312) 344-8132 
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING 
Stop by the Chronicle Office 
(AoolTI 205, Wabash Building) 
February 24, 2003 
and pick-up a complimentary pass to attend a special advance 
screening of TILL HUMAN VOICES WAKE US 
at Landmark's Century Centre Cinema 
on Wednesday, February 26th . 
Passes are available while supplies last on a IIrsl ~come. IIrst-served basis. One pass per person. ~o purchase necessary. A photo ID will be necessary to receive a pass. 
Employee. 01 all promolional parlne" and Iho.e who have r.celved a pa .. wllh ln Ihe 1031 90 days or. not eligible. 
February 24, 2003 . 
'Old School' is all laughs 
By Stephanie Sarto 
Assistant A&E Editor 
Old School claims it's "all the fun of 
college, none of the educat ion." With a 
star-studded cast including Luke 
Wi lson, Will Ferre ll and Vince Vaughn 
as the main frat boys, and several 
cameos from Craig Kilborn, Seann 
William Scon and fonner Columbia 
student Andy Dick, this frat-boy flick is 
indeed good for a few laughs. 
of the 30-something group, Beanie 
(Vaughn), th inks he is having a mid-
life crisis-he has two kids and a wife. 
But he is unsatisfied with his life. 
Mitch moves from his girlfriend's 
place to one near a college campus, 
and his fr iends throw him a "coming 
out again" party. The crazy bash even 
brings a surprise music art ist to the 
stage. You won't believe who it is. The 
party is a success, and the guys are 
back to the ir old ways-streaking, beer 
bongs and all. Let's just say Frank 
"The Tank" is back and ready to rock 
' n'roll. 
Arts & Entertainment 23 
courtesy 
Aher coming home early to find his 
girlfriend in bed ready for an orgy, 
Mitch (Wilson) thinks 'his li fe is over. 
He thought he had it all-the beautifu l 
girlfriend, a cushy career, house and 
dog. It seems his good fr iend, Frank, 
(Ferrell) is in the same predicament. He 
recently got married, and his fr iends 
tease him, say ing he's stuck with one 
woman for the rest of hi s li fe. The last 
In light of these events, the three 
best fr iends decide to start a fraternity. 
They gather the most obscure group of 
guys, from a 90-year-old veteran to an 
extremely overweight black freshman. 
Rushing begins: You know, the imma-
ture and cruel pranks to "test" the 
pl~dges. From tying ropes to their 
(Above) Will Ferrell dances around wildly after downing several beer bongs. (Below) Luke Wilson 
battles with Lisa Donatz while Ferrell referees in 'Old School.' released Feb. 21. 
serve the children of Chicago's 
Be one of the 17 to 24 year 
and build democracY 
and providing after schoo) 
w 
who will make a difference 
national servicel 
penises with a cement block attached or K Y jelly wrest li ng, the shock 
factor is pushed to the limit. 
This is director Todd Phi lli p's sophomore studio hit; his first com-
edy was 2000's Road Trip. I don't ant icipate any Oscar nominations 
for this hilarious flick, but it might snag some MTV Movie Awards 
for Best Kiss or Best Comedy. You might recognize moments allud-
ing to The Graduate (aka underwater tranqu ilizer scene). 
Old School opened Feb. 21, so check your loca l theater for listings. 
This movie is R-rated, so be prepared for gratuitous nudity and swear-
ing. Guys will love th is movie for the bare-it-all breast factor. Girls, 
check out Wi lson: He's li ke a wounded puppy dog that you just wa'1t 
to hug. 
This laugh-out-Ioud comedy had me grabbing my stomach in pain 
and snort ing with laughter. Be prepared to laugh (a lot), even though 
the movie lacks a plot. I definitely give Old School four snorts. 
OLD SCHOOL 
Run TIme: 91 Minutes 
Rated: R 
[!] (SO good, "",ke. booUeg..) 
Featuring: Luke Wilson, Will Ferrell, Vince 
Vaughn. Juliette Lewis, Leah Remini and 
Andy Dick 
Director: Todd Phillips 
C.~W1f C.hi ~lI4W1W1e..V'" J0\.:75 
Spend the SURlRler 
changin~ a child's 
perspective of the 
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Now hiring a Video Specialist: 
Bring your talent and experience to Camp Chi 
this summer. Teach kids ages 9 to 16 the creative 
and technical aspects of video production. Chi's 
professional studios are set in a fun. camp 
environment that inspires creative work . 
• Produce and edit camper videos 
• Train campers in camera operation , 
editing, sound, storyboarding , lighting, 
production and special effects 
Apply on-line at www.campchLcom or 
call 847.272.2301 to request an application 
Camp Chi is the cooed overnight camp of the JCCs of Chicago located 
in the Wisconsin Dells. Camp runs from mid June-mid August . 
..A.ok ~1:10""..y fJl\id iI'10e..pe..l'1de..r'I-Y ':)..}vdy fO~-=>'I:1IIi-he..~! 
Great salary I Cool people I Unbeatable experience 
24 Arts" EntertaInment 
Abel Ferrara 
Continued trom Page 19 
February 24, 2003 
Amandla! 
Continued trom Page 19 
songs keep the film from becoming too dark . 
This is a powerful testament to the strength of 
the human spirit. Amandla! is a reminder of the 
cruelty people can infl ict on others and the 
great acts that the "powerless" can achieve . 
Amandla! A Revolulion in Four Part 
Harmony opens in Chicago on Feb. ?8 at the 
Mus ic Box Theatre, 3733 N. Southport Ave. 
For more info rmation. call the Music Box 
Theatre at (773) 871-6604. 
=~~;;;;~:i;Phol~oU""'rte.Y of Artis~· an~!~~ 
A man dances in Johannesburg's John Vorster 
Square In 'Amandlal' 
r------~-----------------
...Mchael Hirtzer/Chronicle 
Abel Ferrara (center) poses with his entourage, including filmmaker Mark Finney (near right) and Walter A. Fydtyck (behind 
Ferrara). iget listed 
and a film called Go-Go Tales, which the young filmmaker, 
Mark Finney. said wi ll make '''The Sopranos' look like a f--
-ing Nextel commercia l." 
Ferrara said he doesn't think about ·how his movies will 
~e censored-and they will be censored- while he 's film -
mg. 
" If you're a lready thinking you're being restricted, 
they' ve already got you. We'll shoot something; I' ll know 
how to edit it. At this point, we've done it so many times," 
Ferrara said. "You know they want to tell me 'your film 
has the mood of an [X-rated movie]' because they can ' t 
say specifically what shots they want taken out. A mood 
of an ' X' are you kidding me? How are you going to edit 
out the mood of an 'X '? Te ll me the exact shots yo u want 
out, we'll take out. We make two ve rsio ns anyway." 
Finney, who is now working on a film in Los Angeles, 
said that 's ty pical of movie industry jargon. 
" I did a film with Sarah Michelle Gellar and Parker 
Posey and I come back to town and my agent ca lls," 
Finney said. " He 's like-and if this is not the epitome of 
a Hollywood tenn-' the fil m is te mporari ly indefinitely 
put on hold.' How is something indefinite and tempo-
rary?" 
Regard less, Ferrara and company will continue to chum 
out edgy films . He's used to the initial public outcry. His 
masterpiece, King of New York, got laughed off the screen 
when it premiered at the New York Film Fest, Ferrara 
said, adding that New JocK City, a film with a strikingly 
sim ilar story, won accolades only a few months later. 
Paula Froehle, a short fonn and found footage instructor 
in Columbia's Fi lm Department, organized the screening 
and Q-and-A that followed . She said, " I think Abel Ferrara 
as a fi lmmaker is really quite brilliant," adding "He 's not a 
traditional Hollywood fi lmmaker." 
For a full transcript of the Abel Ferrara inlerview visit 
www.columbiachronicle.com. 
------------in a band? 
ha.ve a show? 




go to Columbia? 
then get yOUI' event 
listed in the 
A&E sect1on. 
e·mail your queries to 
eventcaJ.end&rOcolu.m.edu 
or fi,ll out a form online 
at columb1achronlcle.com 
(oh, and it's free.) 
Third Generation - Same Family Ownership 
312-427: 5580 - 24 Hour Fax: 312-427-1898 
www.central-camera.com - email : sales@central-camera.com 
We're Close, We're ConvenIent , We're here to Help Youl We Open @ 8:30 A&t, 6 Days a Week 
STUDENTS & FACULTY: 




On Most SIJPPf.IES; FILM; 
AUDIO, DV, 01' VIDEO TAPE; 
PAPeR; CHEMISTRY: TRI-
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~. 
~~ Low Mea On: 
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• Photo p .... 
ChemIcof. 
• Dltltcd CcImcrGs 
l)I9ftat InkJet Papers 
Central Camera 
Has Dlg/~all 
For 104 Years, Central Camera Has Been The One Stop 
Source For All Your "Traditional" Photographic Needs . . 
••• Now We Are Your One 8top 80urce For All Your DI,.ta' P .. oto.r ...... c Need. 
We Stock: 
• D)gltal Cameras 
• Storage Media 






• Card Readers 
• More 
• For The Digital Darkroom 
- Plnters 
• Epson Inkjet 
• Kodak & Olympus Dye Sublimation 
- Inks for Epson Plnters 
- Inkjet Paper 
• Bergger • Epson 
• IIford • Konlea 
• Leg)on • Lumljet 
• Tetanal 
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Students: 
Would you like an opportunity to 
participate in the selection of leadership in 
the School for Media Arts? 
YOU are invited 
to the Public Presentations 
given by the Candidates for Dean 
of THE SCHOOL OF MEDIAARTS 
where: Music Center Concert Hall 
1014 S. Michigan 
time: 3:30 to 4:30 pm 
names' and dates: 
david sachsman, monday, feb. 10th 
. e. lincoln james, monday, feb. 17th 
stuart sigman, monday, feb. 24th 
doreen bartoni, monday, march 3rd 
'candidates' bios can be obtained at the Library front desk. 
Day to 
cia es is 
March 7, 2003 
Go to the Records Office, 6th floor, 600 S. Michigan 
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Neo-soul singer puts God first 
By Reggle Royston 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
(KRT Campus). ST. PAUL. Minn.-
When listening to Cody Chesnutt speak, 
one might mistake the neo-soul's newest 
phenom for just another Bible thumper 
from Atlanta. 
Last month at an opening set for Erykah 
Badu at the MinneaJX>lis club First Avenue, 
the singer/guitarist came off more as a 
revivaJist preacher with a rock band than a 
poetry beau from Love Jones when he 
exhorted the crowd to "Put God first in your 
life." 
When his wife, Sabrina, picks up the 
phone for an interview, she answers with 
"Praise the Lord," and when Chesnutt gets 
on, he's no less spiritual about his views on 
music. 
"I' m 34 years old. It does me no good to 
get up there and just try to go for strictly 
entertainment and see how many people I 
can pull for my own glory," said Chesnutt. 
"I got to go out there and glorify God and 
say. 'God is the most high. ,n 
However, Chesnutt's college radio hit, 
"The Seed," may be a little too racy for the 
congregation. 
The song, originally appearing on his 
debut, The Headphone Masterpiece-has 
since been funked up, with help from the 
Roots on their album Phrenology-<lffers 
an image of love that might border on the 
blasphemous. It's one of the tamer tracks 
on the Roots album, which was released in 
November with little fanfare but since has 
created a buzz, with Rolling Stone dubbing 
him one their Best of 2002. 
But lest he offend some in his audiences, 
the singer said there's a message amid the 
uncouthness. 
"All that stuff, it's very political. It's 
going straight to the jugular," he said. 
"Truth is the most conscious thing. Just 
raw truth is [the) most positive thing in this 
world." 
While the album's delicate balance of 
high and low-brow may not score any 
points for political correctness, the compi-
lation of acoustic blues, low-fi hip-hop and 
gospel rock breaks new ground for R&B. 
Chesnutt produced the album almost 
exclusively on a four-track recorder in his 
Los Angeles apartment, pounding out folk 
and blues ditties over the course of six 
months and, later, mixing in keyboards, 
programmed beats and his voice, which 
favors Lenny Kravitz's softer moments. 
Though sounding at times like a parody 
of beat-heavy teen pop with its gritty 
drums, the result is an ambitious two-disc 
record that manages to be as poetically and 
sonically challenging as De La Soul. 
It's a left field approach to soul but one 
born out of necess ity, according to 
Chesnutt, who was dropped by his band, 
the Crosswalk, and Hollywood Records 
for not molding that sound into something 
that could compete with Limp Bizkit or 
Britney Spears. 
But you're not likely to see that same 
ec lecticism live. At the Badu show last 
month and for the Roots' tour, Chesnutt's 
simple trio of guitar, bass and drums 
cracked through rock 'n' roll dance tunes 
complete with soul-stirring "yeahs." 
It's a sound truer to his spirit, and one he 
says more African-Americans need to hear, 
in a climate where Jay-Z and B2K are Icing. 
"God has blessed us with range and not 
just that one comer we've been painted 
into," he said. " I' m playing live because I 
want people to understand that before 
. machines-all the stuff~e around, it 
was about the most natural vibrations with 




Physicians at Northwestern University's Feinberg 
School of Medicine are conducting a 
research study of an investigational, topi cal 
medication for the treatment of acne. 
The investigational medication combines two 
approved medications and will be compared with a 
placebo. If you are at least 16 years old and have 
facial acne, you may be eligible to participate. 
Participants receive all study-related care at no cost 
and financial compensation. 
Participants wi ll be asked to make 5 visits 
over 12 weeks. 
Call Today 
to Learn More! ~ Northwestern 
312-503-6227 680 N Lu.:E SHou Dlt.SVITI 1220 CtucACiO,IL6C1611 
~;;~TMusic BUSiness 
Job & Internship Fair 
Tuesday, March q 
6 -9 pm 
DePaul University Lincoln Park 
Student Center. Multipurpose Room 
FREE admission · FREE raruhmEnts 
Re:ps IID:n III f&cm III k .IIde: IlIklng IfiUmeS 
Pent! dl$russion 'NiIh Indu!If\j in5icIttS 
Spuiol guu/ spaIws k1dudo: 
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hM wctk!1I wIh 4tI¥d styftynI and Cdu DIIIfI 
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'Crossword 
ACROSS 
, S;Uy lop 
5 Prison rooms 
10 Bkx:k up 
14 Perspicacious 





18 Narrow crest 
19 lendl of lennis 
20 Come forth 
22 Ostensible 
24 Mexican menu 
choice 
25 Churchill's sign 
26 _ monster 
28 Passed on 
32 Swiss artist 
35 Burn up the 
road 
37 Renoir subject 
38 Pirate's drink 
39 Woods' org. 
40 Guys 
41 Musical medley 
43 Renown 
45 Rowan and 
Rather 
46 Lady's bow 
48 Act dejected 
SOX 
51 Throughout the 
course 01 
55 Caned like a cal 
59 Nation on the 
Mediterranean 
60 Eden resident 
61 Pari of RFO 
63 Conception 
64 Zhivago's love 
65 Carroll's lass 







1 Bird chirp 
2 Mrs. A intstone 
3 Retigion of the 
Kofan 
4 Of adolescence 
SSIocs 
6 Toledo's lake 
7 Eye cover 
8 Table supports 
9 Returned to a 
jacket 
'0 _ War (1853-
56) 
11 Jacob's third 
son 
12 Son of Judah 
13 Circular 
instrument 
21 The Greatest 
23 Lamprey 
27 Spread on 
Solutions 
28 Prepare for the Iii II II I II counterattack 29 Arizona city 30 -East of • 
3' Bears' laiiS 
32 Ray of fast 1000 
33 Remat1I:able one 
34 Arabian prince 
36 Pride In Of1eseH 
42 Footstool 
49 Tavern by a tube 
station 
56 McKJnIey and 
Luplno 
43 Broad-based 57 "Modem 
44 Sang in the alps 
45 Jumps the 
52 Kind of Ink 
53 Christmas 
songs 
54 Pesky 1nsec1s 




62 Roberto's river 
tracks 
47 Stitdl 
PLACE A CLASSIFIED 
AD TODAY! ONLY 25 
CENTS PER WORD WITH 
A $5 MINIMUM. CALL 
312-344-7432 FOR 
MORE INFORMATION. 
February 24, 2003 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS America's #1 
Student Travel Tour Operator Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free 
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com 
"'ACT NOWI Guarantee the best spring break prices. South 
Padre, Cancun , Jamaica, Acapulco, Florida &Mardigras. 
TRAVEL FREE, Reps Needed,EARN$$$. 
Group Discounts for 6+ . 
1-888-THINK SUN (1888-844-6578 dept 2626) 
www.springbreakdiscounts.com 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential Local 
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260 
APARTMENT FOR RENT 45th and Union Newly remodeled 6 
room-2 bedroom, includes new appliances. Good area! Fenced \ 
yard and close to schools and church. $575 we run credit check-no 
section 8. 773-255-3458 
ONLINE FILING Do Your Taxes Online @ www.absolutetaxes.com 
for a minimal fee of $9.95 for a 1040EZ and $14.95 for 1040. 
FREE E-FILE!! 
Experienced professional secretary available for typing, proof 
reading , re-works, etc. Call 708-647-8673; 773-610-4215 (cell) or 
email : janisbiz@yahoo.com. 
Visit: www.finestwheat.com/janisbiz.html. Good rates/fast turn 
around. (References available) 
South Loop spacious one bedroom Ie,ft. Hardwood floors, WID in 
unit, indoor parking, fireplace, granite counters, balcony, Jacuzzi 
tub. $209,500. SRC:Ross, 773-575-5098 
Lifeguards wanted for 2003 Summer In North Myrtle Beach No 
experience necessary Apply www.nsbslifeguards.com 
JOIN THE WAR ON CRIMEI LADIES, DONT GET CAUGHT 
OUT IN THE DARK ALONE! PROTECT YOURSELF! 
WWW.SIGNALZERODEFENSE:COM SIGNAL ZERO DEFENSE 
SPRINGHILL, FL 34606 352-279-0349 
Are you building your dream or someone else's? Own your 
own business. No Inventory, no telemarketing. Mentoring/training 
provided. We're looking for key business minded individuals 
to partner with. Are you willing to work harder for yourself then 
for someone else. Change your family tree. 404-218-7714. 
febnllly 24, 2003 
TRADITION BEARE,RS SERIES 
PnMented by Columbia's Center for Stack Muslc Research 
Visit 'Ifht1 gospel qoeen Albertina Wall<er and cutt.urai hlstotian Or. Margaret Burrougtls. 
~ 11;30 8.m" Tuesday. February 25 wR~:\:tWun kine):, 623 S;Vi~A""» ,t~ U .. i "'.<1.:. ..... 
F,REEj Made posslble.~{tpart . by a gnmt fronr_tOe I1II00is Jiumanitles Council, the National 
EndOWment (or t/'Ie Hurnanttles and. the ll finois tenaral Assembly) 
FROM THE OLD SCHOOL TO THE NEW SCHOOL 
Columbia music student Robert Jones performs ."ok1 school-~ school" music as well as 
some 0ffgIf\8I compositions, 
WHEN: 12:30 p.m .. Tuesday, February 2S 
WHERE; COlumbia COf\eert Hall. 1014 S. MIchIgan 
FREE 
WHAT IS THE POWER OF BLACK MUSIC? 
JalZ Jam 'petforrnance by Tanya Reed, Art "Tunc:- Burton and The People of the Sun Colleetlve, 
en ensemble that fuses African, Ultln, jall aod hlp-hop genres. Panel discussion. which pre-
~ tI\& COntort, addresses the definition of Black music, technologsr and the tottire of Blae" 
musiC, and the soclal, political and economic impllcatlons of Black music. Scheduled pan-
ellsts~ musicians Maggie Brown. Art Buttotl. Amln Muhammad & Or. curt/$ Prince. 
WHEN: 5 p.m., Tuesday, February 25 
WHERE: Hokin Annex. 623 S. Wabash, 1st floor 
FREE . 
THE .ROBBEN ISLAND SINGERS ON FILM 
Do¢wtlel'ltarian Jeff Spitz. of CoIumbia's Film Department, shares footage of his work In 
progress (!»prodUCed with Mickey Medoda Dube) about the journeys of three ex.poUtical pris-
oners from South Africa. Hear $OI'Igs and stories by the Robben (slane! Singers end learn how 
their incredible journey is tmfoldlng. 
WIlEN: 6 p.m., Tuesday, february 25 
W1ie~E: Museum of Contemporary Art, 220 E. Chicago Avenue 
FREl? . 
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THE CERQUA RIVERA ART EXPERIENCE 
A Tribute to Nina Simone and Music of the Black Esthetic, featuring Bobbi Wilsyn. 
TIME: 12:30 p,m" Wednesday, February 26 & Thursday, February 27 
WHERE: Columbia Concert Hall. 1014 S. Michigan 
FREE 
(An evening perfofm~ - 7:30 p.m., Friday, February 28 - has ao admlss/o!,1ee of $10 
Co, .tudents, $15 gOll .... b 
THE LAST POETS 
The origlna! political rappers of the civil rights "era,' present an encore afternoon of spoken 
word performance. . 
WHEN: 2 p.rn" Monday, March 3 
WHERE: Holdn Han. 623 S. Wabash, l.st floor 
FREE 
FAT TUESDAY 
Columbia celebrates Mardi Gras with a Hve musical perfonnance. 
WHEN: 3 p.m., TlI6Sday. March 4 
;->c. WHERE: Hokil'l AnMx, 623 S. Wabash, 1st floor 
;:::.~ : ' ~EE 'lJ 
THE BIRTH OF JAZZ 
The Chicago Jaz:z 'Ensemble, the Internationally renowned Jau orchestra In 
residence at Columbta College Chicago, founded by the late William Russo. 
performs New Orleans·style Jau: featuring Franz Jackson and Johnny Frigo. 
YlHEN & WHERE: varIOus dates, times and 1ocatlons around Chicagoland. Visit 
WWVt.ctlijan:.com or cell 312·344-6245. 
HOW MUCH: $15 
VISIT HTTP://WWW.COLUM .EDU/ BLACKHISTORY / FOR A COMPLETE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
PROGRAMS SlI8JECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PlEASE CAll TO CONFIRM. GENERAL INFOR MATION NUM8ER : 312 ·344·7459 . 
,.,.. ____ ... fl'IIt""'fIt ___ ..:CooiUnIIU~~·. OIW .... fIt~"'" ... ". 0I'Ib OfI7llt ............. ___ flt~. 
c-w ... rot __ "",*"'~ ____ flt~. ~fIt"""". o-:.""""-CIrIutIt>. c~c-,.~,,~. __ Cl»c:,.o 
CUIbnI"-';"'CI'IbIfD~fltDAl.-.Ihlteus..~fIt..tJl1cMAlNril:MlHIJ,..,_",.~ot~.,Nl 
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and NOT 
just online 
London ...... $295 
Paris ..... . .... $325 
Amsterdam .. . $315 
Sydney . .. .. $1449 
Madrid ......... $388 
Rio de Janeiro .. $588 
Fare is roundtrip from Chicago. Subje<:t to change and availability. Tu not 
included. Restrictions and blackouts apply. 
EGG DONORS 
NEEDED 
Give the g ift of life to an infertile couple 
LUCRATIVE COMPEN SATION for qua lified ind ivid u a ls! 
• Special need for Caucas ian donors 
• Co llege educated preferred 
• Between the ages of 20-30 
• Complete ly a nonymous 
847.656.8733 
r > For More Info r mation 
~4, \ ,,:' email Info <S'e gg41 I com 
~ Th e Cente r For ESB Optoon~ 111,"013., Ll C 
, II, www egg4 1! com 
, ." ~ GET AS MUCH AS $23,000· 
Learn' IN COllEGE FIIIAIICIAl ASSISTANCE. 
--
--
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS 
brn $8.50 per hour, wtth Incro ... of 50~ after go·days Ind ~ afte, one year 
Weekends & Holidays Off • Weekly Paychecks. Consistent Work Schedule 
Paid Vacations· Excellent Benefits (Medical/Ufe & 401 K) 
NORTHBROOK 
2525 Shermer Road 
(Shermer & Willow Ads.) 
Ph: 847-480-6788 
PALATINE 
2100 N. Hicks Road 
(Hicks & Rand Rds.) 
Ph: 847·705-6025 
To inquire about part-time Package Handler opportunities, 
please call our facilities direct or call our 24 hour job/ine at: 
1-888-4UPS-JOB • Access Code: 4417 
(Este servicio telef6nico 9Sta disponible en espaiiol) 
ADDISON 
100 S. lombard Road 
(Army Trail & Lombard Ads.) 
Ph: 630-628·3737 
Un d e rg ro ~n~Ch£~f~nt 
Mon. - Thurs. 8-6, Fri . 8-3 
this week's speciaLs: 
California Wrap seafood, rice, cucumber, daikon, wasabi, pickled ginger $3.75 
Taco Salad beef or vegetarian chili, lettuce, tomato, cheddar cheese, 
sour cream $4.00 
Ham & Smoked Mozzarella Panini t housa nd island dressing, red onion, 
served with potato chips $ 3. 75 
Soups: 
---&- Monday - Turkey Green Chili, Tuesday - Cream of Chicken Rice, 
Wednesday - Mushroom Barley, Thursday - Cream of Spinach 
We have Fried Chicken, Mashed Potatoes & Gravy and BLack Bean Burgers I'vI'rvn 
-" 
I * I 
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Meet the Family ... 
Generous discounts for Higher Education customers make the outstanding new PowerBook family a strong value. 
rhe new 12" PowerBook - the world's 
smallest lightest full-featured Iloteboo~. 
The world's tim 17" nOlebock computer 
'miraculollsly engineered into a stunnit)g 1" thtn p<1(kage. 
The ground breaking 15- PowerBocl C~.nO'w 
available with th~ DVD·bufning SupefDrive. 
Starting at $1,699.00 Starting at $3,149.00 Starting ,at $2,199.00 
... and the Relatives. 
Apple's Higher Education discounts extend to our entire product line. including the award-winning iPod a~d stylish iMac. 
IPod 
Starting at $269.00 
.. .. ... '---:iig%' 
---'/t@fij 
~ 
"'~+""¥ ,..w ... ~! 
eMac 
Starting at $929.00 
IBook 
Starting at $949.00 
iMac 
Starting at $1.249.00 
Power Mac 
Starting at $1,449.00 
And the Higher Education discount from Apple is not just good for hardware, but all the software you need as well. 
Keynote 
Keyno!e I~k", ~ It it snap to :'h~4t ... cOlYlpelling 
prt:S;!n;,1Iion~ with prnfc5$inniika!ii>cr thclT'\i!S, 
r<lZar·shil~,) tht. ci'~en)at,c·qua!!ty transitions, 
and ~.!Iumuf ch.3!t!. and tabfl!S. 
Education Prke • $79,00 
Final Cut Express 
Whetnf't you'lt! a digitil! \'ldNl €"nthu~la~ I ,lI 5m,III 
business Yideo de\'ciopeor,or an INcn! videogrilphet, 
Appl1!" s IU!W feature-tich OV editing soflware Is 
dl.!'~igned for Y'i~i. 
Education Price • $249,00 
Microsoft Office v. X 
t, fu fly n,lti .... ~ prt.gram d'!~lqnE'd spt!cific.;;lIy ~m t.~ar OS X 
t ha~ harn~sses the pcr .... er of Ofr"e, the s,mp;ki!. of 
Madnlo~h.nnd the. stilb:lity o! UNIX. Ofiice- oj. X i~ 
comp.)!;bll.!' with Offl(~ XP for Mt.:rcsoft W!ndow~. 
Ed!Jciltion Prke • S, 99.95 
iLife 
See what hapJ)'!M when you take four Oe~t-of-breE:d 
rnulthm!dia appliuliom ..... iTullE'\, iPho!o, iMo ... ic.and 
iDVD - and intP.grat~ them so that they wor~: together 
seamlessly. 
Educ.1Itlon Price' $49.00 
The Apple Store @ Columbia College 

















February 24, 2003 
Graduation applications must be submitted 
by February 28, 2003 in order to receive 6 tickets. 
Applications submitted after February 28, 2003 
will receive 4 tickets. 
Apply in the Academic Advising Office, 
Room 300, 623 S. Wabash. 
A division of student affairs. 
Blackhawk 
Student Promotion 
Students who present their'current college 
or high school photo 10 at the United Center 
Box Office within three hours of game time . 
will receive one $15 seat for $8, 
Offer good for al/ regular-season home 
games, based upon $15 ticket availability. 
Upcoming Home Games: 
FEBRUARY 2003 
MARCH 2003 ;--
"-" MON T\A:' WED ..... m 
, 10'" . • • 7 7;x & cex. CGY 








" " "" 
'u ,. , ANA 
I '~:; " '~;..'" • '~5H • , . 
I ~~': " a..N ,""- .... , It.-. ... ....-:llOttw. 
APRIL aoo:l 
Tickets for all 
remaining regula ... 
season home games 
are on sale ndw: 
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Brian Morovs:ynskilChronide 
Scholarship offered to AIDS patients 
o College fu nds of up to $3,000 
encou rages patients to pla n thei r 
fu ture, say organizers 
The Associated Press 
CHICAGO--A college scholarship program is 
offering hope for the future to young patients with 
HIV/AIDS. 
The scholarship is offered by Canticle Ministries, 
a nonprofit ministry run by The Wheaton 
Franciscans. and serves young people and adults 
with HIV/AIDS. 
Scholarships of up to $3,000 a year will be dis-
tributed in May of this year, but the anonymity of 
the recipients will be protected, said Brad Ogilvie, 
director of Canticle Ministries. 
This is done because many of them haven't told 
people outside of their families that they have the 
virus. 
"What if we lived in a world that did not assume 
these kids would die from the disease that killed 
their parents but instead showered them with 
acceptance, love and hope?" Ogilvie said. 
Most afthe scholarship applicants are in the ado-
lescent HeV program at Chicago's Children's 
Memorial Hospital , where doctors, nurses and 
soc iaJ workers helped Canticle develop its concept. 
"I absolutely tell them they should be planning 
for their futures, including go ing to school and get-
ting jobs," said Dr. Robert GarofaJo, director of 
Children's ado lescent HIV program. 
"We have to change mindsets, because they can 
do so we ll," he said. 
More than 27,000 young people between the 
ages of J3 and 24 are infected with HIV nation-
wide. That includes many who acquired the virus 
as infants from their mothers. Medicines are help--
ing these children swvive in spite of being infected. 
Of the 50 or so adolescents with HIV/AIDS in 
the hospital's program, about five or six have fuJl-
blown AIDS and another 10 or 15 have troubled 
immune systems. The rest are in good health, 
Garofalo said. 
SociaJ workers at the hospital use the scholarship 
as a way to encourage patients to think: about their 
futures. 
"This is a gift that we can offer these kids, 
because it means they're aJive and they're healthy 
enough to think about their futures," social worker 
Erin Leonard said. 
OFF the BLOTTER 
Columbia officials suspect that a new cache 
of computers is responsible for separate 
attempts to break into the Conaway Center, at 
1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
Someone threw a brick at the side window of 
the center on Feb. 13, according to Columbia's 
director of campus safety, Martha Meegan. 
Police discovered the broken window at 6 a.m. 
A similar incident occurred two days later on 
Feb. 15 . Again, a brick had been thrown 
through a window of the Conaway Center. 
Police reported the' act at 6:30 a.m. The inci· 
dent occurred sometime after 3 a.m., Meegan 
said. 
Meegan is concerned that the new computers 
that Columbia recently added to the center are 
provoking such repeated acts. 
"It's interest ing that this is occurring now, 
when we have those computers in there," she 
said. 
• The Chicago Police Department also 
reported a cartheft on Feb. 8 at 6:40 a.m. in the 
1200 block of South Stale Street. 
the site of several crimes, the Chicago Police 
report . 
An act of deceptive pract ice occurred on the 
Roosevelt Red Lone platform, 1200 S. State St., 
on Feb. 5 at II :40 a.m. 
Also on that platfonn, an act of simple bat-
tery took place on Feb. 9 at 10:59 p.m. 
In the 1200 block of South State Street, crim-
inal trespass was reported to have occurred on 
a CTA train on Feb. 7 at 4 p.m. 
An incident of criminal trespass was report* 
ed on the CTA Red Line Harrison stop platform 
in the 600 block of South State Street, on Feb. 
5 at 6:45 p.m. 
• Also, on Feb. 7, the Burnham Plaza M art, 
828 S. Wabash Ave. was burglarized. The 
crime was reported at I I p.m. 
Compiled through data provided by the 
Chicago Police Department, Columbia s Safety 
and Security department and interviews with 
complainants. 
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In the Loop ... 
Chris Coates 
-News Editor-
On a wintry Chicago night, a crowded venue eruptS into bedlam. 
Pungent fumes pemleate the seething horde. As the panicking mob 
tries to escape, they confront blocked doors. Some are trampled. 
Bodies pile. Exils are locked. Those on the bottom asphyxiate from . 
the pressure atop them. As the dead are carted away, the city blames 
the venue; the venue blames the city. 
A famUiar scenario, eh? In the end, the .Feb. 17 stampede at the 
E2 nightclub on the cily 's Near South Side was deja vu all over 
again-to quote my favorite Visa Cbeck Card endorser. 
In 1903,602 theatergoers were killed trying to flee from a smol-
dering fire inside the massive Iroquois Theater, near the comer of 
Randolph and State Streets. It seemed the building's developers cut 
fire safety comers in order to pack as many into the theater's sold· 
out operung night as possible. 
The product was the worst fue disaster in the country's history. 
After all, this was less than 30 years after a little blaze surreptitious-
ly killed some 300 Chicagoans--! bet they were a little on edge. 
On the lot that now bouses the Oriental Theater, the 7,500-seat 
Iroquois Theater was billed as "absolutely fireproor'-much like the 
"unsinkable')l1lMjc. Thus:. instead of formulatiDg escape routes and 
training ushers, the staff of the 5-weel\-0Id iroquoiS panicked when 
a velvet curtain caught ablaze. .-o;- ~ 
With smoke billowing into the audience~ the crowd confronted 
emergency exit doors that opened inward. Packing the vestibules, it 
was impossible to unlatch the doors. Many of them would die there, 
trampled beneath the weigbt of tbe surging mob. 
With 500 dead at the scene, an internal investigation laid guilt at 
the feet of Ibe theater's owners, Chicago city officials and code 
inspeClOIS. Eventually, Mayor Carter Harrison was indicted--though 
the charge was ultimately dismissed on technicalities. 
Aside from the denunciation, Harrison ordered the inspection of . 
hundreds of theaters, shut down many and revamped the city's fire 
code to mandate that all exit doors open outward. Still, many blamed 
the city. 
How little a century marters. Like the !roquois fire, the E2 starn-
pede--which took the Hie of a fOlmer Colunibia student and twenty 
othel'&-i. possibly in the flagnmey of the city and the 




Yet, some ~lemenls of the 'l\(>deJ:n'(lisa~r 
the Troquoi •. Within hours 
Against the city. Against the 





fire department's fault. It was the 
Evidently, the media was enthJalled with the classic whoduniL 
With Mayor Daley mum about the fire due to death of his own mwn, 
2nd W3rd Ald. Madeline Haithcock was the only city hall re~n­
Ialive in front of the media. Sbe was at the scene and at the 911 cen-
ter. 
Did it matter she's running for ...... lection? Certainly not in 
Chicago, a cily that is st1ll seen as crooke4 as, well, a politician. (It 
should be said that the Rev. Paul Jakes also made a I;eSpeclable media 
showing.) 
And political wrangling will certainly have a place in the ong<>-
ing investigation Into the stampede that killed 21 people down the 
street from campus. 
There are the millinJ!$ of E2's owner with the Rev. Jesse Jackson 
and Rep. Dann,Y Davis, It will be wholly WlSurprising when city offi-
cials take nomlltlll steps to appease the. public. 
Like the Iroquois, the fallout ofE2 will not include a revamp of 
the building code. For a few weeks, police will step up patrols, 
Haithcock will be elected and all will retUrn to nOnnal on our city by 
the lake. And a century from now, another incident will have us ask~ 
~======:;::;:==::;;;;::===:;::;;::;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;::;;:;;;::::;:;:::;;::;;;;:_--=,ing:., '::;'Wh"""y~djdn 't they learn their lesson'f' 
E2 nightclub: Columbia reacts to tragedy 
BI1an~<le 
Chlcaao media reporIIlrom South Michigan Avenue aero .. the street from the E2 nightclub, the scene 01 an acc~ 
dent that killed 21, Including a Columbia 1Iuden~ on Feb. 17. 
The club. located just 10 blocks south of campus, was a 
o Some students who have been to-E2 say popular hangout for many students and leachers. 
they can see why the stampede happened Rufus McClinlon. a senior. said he has of len gone 10 
By Georgia EvdoxJadls 
eo.Ed~or-in.chief 
Few Columbia students and faculty seemed surpri sed 
by the stampede at the E2 nighlclub on Feb. 17. bUI 
many said they would change their attitudes about par-
tying as a result of it. 
After security guards allegedly tried 10 break up a 
fight with pepper spray or Mace, patrons raced to one of 
the exits and became entangled in the rushing crowds. 
Many of the victims died at the top of the stairs in the 
resulting pileup. 
Twenty-one people died in the accident, most from 
cardiac arrest. One former Columbia sfudent, De Shand 
Ray. 24, was Idlied in the panic of the crowd. 
A combination of factors--constant overcrowding, 
closed-off exits and a tough atmosphere-made the club 
ripe for a tragedy, said many in Columbia's community. 
the club in the last four to five years and has witnessed 
the crowding first-hand. 
'There are about 30 to 40 steps overcrowded with 
people on that narrow staircase," McClinton said. 
'" can sec why this happened," said Lashic Patterson. 
She said the club was often jammed with too many peo-
ple. Estimates of the number of patrons present at the 
time of the sta mpede range from 1,500 to 2.<XX> people. 
"Like everyone else said. it was a death trap," said 
Robert Chapman. 
For some Columbia students, however, the crowding 
was part of the excitement. 
Timmy Osoba. a film and video major. said he was a 
regular at E2, usually visiting 00 Fridays. He said that 
the eotrance was always packed, but that he enjoyed 
himself when he went. 
' ''There isn't another club like this one in Chicago." 
Osoba said. He said it was full of beautiful women, 
fashionable people and celebrities. 
The nightspot was popular particularly among 
younger African-Americans. Most of the victims were 
under the age of 30. 
Columnist Mary Mitchell of the Chicago Sun-Times 
wrote that E2 "was one of the few places that young 
blacks could party. 
"And [owners Calvin) Hollins and [DwainJ Kyles 
were among the few dance club owners who weren't 
turning them away." 
Logan Vaughn said she tried to go to E2 once, 
because it was one of the few 18-and-over nightspots in 
the ci ty. After she and her friends arrived, though, 
Vaughn said they decided it was too crowded and noisy 
and left. 
Despite the popularity of the club, many students and 
faculty said E2 had a reputation for being a violent 
establishment. Several said they had personally wit-
nessed fights. 
". remember hearing of several shootings and fist-
fights-and have seen the fights first-hand," said broad-
cast journalism major Stephen Lindsay. ". stopped 
attending the club when it became too rough of a 
crowd." Osoba also remembered witnessing a fight. 
"I did nollike [the club]. It was ghetto and dirty. and 
it cost too much," said Marina Funes, a fashion retail 
management major. Funes said the typical cover charge 
was $20. 
"I've only been there once," said Perci Lucas, "years 
ago, when it used to be called the 'Clique. ," 
Melanie Jamison. a senior advertising major. said she 
had been to E2 before when it was called the Clique. 
She said she has grown out of the club scene for many 
reasons. 
"Clubs have changed over the years," Jamison said. 
'They are just too wild now. I'm 26 years old." 
Osoba said he. too. will change some of his habits . 
Although he plans to continue going out, the tragedy 
will have an impact on his nightlife. 
" I won 't stay up late." he said, adding: " I'll be con-
cerned if the club gets packed." 
Even Columbia students who have never been to E2 
said they will stay away from bars that are full or only 
have one exit. 
" I always try to avoid overcrowded clubs." said 
Darrell Corrington. "But I'll still go to clubs anyway," 
he added. 
Ron Boyd, a full-time faculty member in the 
Television Department. said he believes himself to be 
more cautious than many younger clubbers. 
' 'I'm always looking for a way out, because I am from 
the era of 'Our Lady Angels, ' where students were 
killed in a flre. So • just think about it anyway." said 
Boyd. who has visited E2. 
McClinton said that. even if the E2 passed inspection 
and was remodeled. he would never go back. 
"People died there . It's not a place to party anymore." 
-Staff writers contribuud to this "POrt. 
No more bowling for Columbia's neighbor 
o Long-time South Loop business 
tosses Its last gutter ball, heads for 
Indiana 
By KrIsten Glanfortune 
Staff Writer 
Unive,..1 Bowling. neighbor to Columbia', 623 S. 
Wllbash Ave. building for more than 30 yean. officially 
shuttered Ia..t month. 1be closure. according to owner 
Larry Weinstein. is due in pan to a sagging economy 
and a waning interest in the 5pot1. 
Wein~tein laid that the company has Im t at Icasl a 
third of its bu~inesl in recent years, and international 
tates, once a sizeable portion of Univenal's income, are 
down """" 20 pereetll lince 1983. Boch are conlrihul· 
ing factor, to the shop's Jan. 13 tlmlin,. WeinMein said. 
When il opened in 1939. ju" one block from il. cur· 
rent location .1619 S. W.b .. h Ave .. il wa, called "Ihe 
"",est little bu.tiness" in the area. said Wejn~tein . 
Hi, father. Univenal's or"inal owner, Sam 
Wein~in. wu un"ure whether or nOl the "hop wou Id 
.uccud. tn.t bu"inc"s be~an to boom. Universal 
S-lin ..... the only . hop '" the world Ihol provided 
lhe oerviu of Indlvlduol IItIl drilling. ""cordlnM In 
We;nouin. 
"If. been • name In """'ling fm yo.,.. When Ihey 
Mid Uni • .,..1 S-lIn8, onrybody knew who It w ••. 
jut! timet h .. e ¢han,ed." . aid Lind. Du,an. who h .. 
been an nid bowler rm Obool :lO Y'." and h.1 wmkt!d 
(m tIM! ~ (m 1 .. 0 y .. , •. 
Willi rIIIIlNlp of S/IIII" PI"""" CluorH, Dunno, whal 
IItpII Iii • ""_n .",.,Mtlott IIof"", Wmld Wilt II 
benme • .,..". of tile """'"n8 !IOCiflly thaI hi •• po.""" 
over seven decades. 
In that time, Sam-known by Chicagoans as the 
''Tenpin Taltler" -had several brushes with fame. Each 
week for 60 yean. he hosted a I 5-minule radio broad-
cast on then-WCFL-FM and WGN-AM, making il the 
longest-running radio show. according to Guinness 
World Records. Decades ago. when Jerry Lewis boughl 
supplies from his shop. Sam asked Lewis if there was a 
charity that he could donate 10. Sam ended up donating 
millions to Lewis' muscular distrophy charity. 
Weinstein said. 
In addition to serving the various charities tmd the 
bowling community. Sam has been known to treat his 
employees very well. 
Earlier this month. Weinstein received nn e-mail from 
an employee who worked for hi. father in Ihe 1950.. 
Stanley Fejdasz. who is now retired and Hving in 
Arizonn. wrote: "I never forgol him. He mnde n big 
change in my life back Ihen undo when I left . he lold me 
."omcthing Ihut I used all my life. trent everyune the 
"time wily you would WAnt to be lrentcd." 
Fejdultz !'nid thul he helped out when the store moved 
from ill' urigin"1 Itx:ulion und Sum gnvc him S200 to 
huy lunch rnr nil of the worker!'. 
At the end of euch dAY. SAm would l1111k him how 
much he .penl on Ihe luncho, ond Ih.n give him huck 
Ihe difference 10 mok. II $200 for the nOlI doy. 
On Iho 1 •• 1 day the worke,. w ... the ... Sum gave 
l'eJd . .. Ihe dlff.","", and told him 10 k.ep It . "In Ihn •• 
day •. Ihol WOO " luI o( mon y." F.Jd.,~ , old. 
Ilu. in ... "I U. lverul Bowllna ho, hud It, ur.' lind 
down. Ihrough the Ylm. Durin. World War I , SIUI\ 
went Into Ihe NIVY, Ind ruhblr, wblch WI, tho mAlorl.1 
""'*t """'lInl blli, WI" mtlde of i l the lime, wo, 
.. me. 
"SllttI.ltow II ItlyiKJ opton." WolnAr In .ald. 
With the invention of the automatic pinsctter in the 
1950.. bowling became a popular American recreation-
al activity. and business at Universal Bowling boomed. 
Weinstein said the r-== 
company closed 
because business 
had been in a 
downward spiral 
for the past few 
years. 
Before its c lo-
sure. the company 
served about 600 
different accounts, 
down from nearly 
900 Rccounts a few 
years ago. 
Wein~lein said 
he would continue 
his cnrcer in the 
bowling supply 
b\lsi ne5~. wurkh" 
from home for 
Clns:tic Products. 
un Indilnn· bnl'cd 
<otnpony ,Imll.r 10 
Unlv .... 1 Bowllnl. 
A, for 
Unlv.".I·, o ld 
bulldl... the ,It. 
It8etrt" up fur snit . A 8Cnt~m~tU '~I th~ .... '\"nrnny's \\'t" 
. It ... ,do: ''Tho f,mlly 0.,1 ' 11fl' of \Julyo,,,.1 IIllwlhll! 
Ihank )'till for til. pl •• , u", . lId l>pp<ll1\,"lty IIfso,vhll! 
Ihe htlwllnl wtIt'ld YtIt' the PMt M Y""", ," 
"Wo '""I'll tho he, l. Alld thot', Iho Inllh," ~1"'t1'jll 
~"I\I . 
